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The extensive use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) for 
developmental purpose has evoked mixed response in the field of international 
development and Information Science (IS) literature. Most conventional wisdom in this 
domain articulates a general feeling of optimism regarding the ability of ICTs to transfer 
people’s life by socially, politically and economically empowering them. However, 
critical studies have pointed out to the contextual nature of success of such projects.  
 
This thesis aims to critically examine ICT for development projects (ICT4D) to 
understand the interlinkages between the conception of development influencing the 
content and design of the project, the technology usage and the socio- economic context 
of its implementation. We do this through a case study of one of the major ICT for 
development (ICT4D) initiatives in the traditional manufacturing sector in Rajasthan, 
India, namely the carpet weaving industry. An ICT4D project introduced Computer 
Aided Designing (CAD) technology a decade ago with an objective of reviving the rural 
carpet industry. It was a state level effort to boost exports at the time of an industrial 
slowdown in this export oriented sector through public private partnership. Technology 
was seen as being critical for competitiveness. The policy makers were optimistic that 






First, this study seeks to understand the conceptions of development underlying the 
design and content of the Computer Aided Carpet Design-Centre (CACD) project. 
Second, it tries to understand how far these underlying conceptions of development are in 
consonance with the larger socio- economic context of its implementation. Further, an 
attempt is made to explore and analyse causative, impeding and enabling factors behind 
the differential impact on the three targeted beneficiaries of this project- the exporters, the 
carpet designers and the carpet weavers. Following a case study approach has allowed the 
use of multiple methods of data collection. The primary data for the study is collected 
through 65 semi-structured interviews. This research is significant in that it is based on 
empirical research from both demand and supply side factors of the ICT usage in the 
developmental project. 
 
Findings show that the content and service delivery model of an ICT4D project is 
influenced by the prevalent conceptions of development. Further, unless these 
conceptions of development are not in consonance with the socio-economic context of 
implementation, the intended benefits for majority of the intended stakeholders from the 
technology usage will not be achieved. The thesis criticizes the techno- scientific 
approach to ICT4D projects and instead argues that in the conceptualization of such 
projects for rural Indian settings the technology adoption should be driven by social 
context rather than being techno- economy dependent. In the context of ICT4D projects 
for rural India like CACD project, the thesis further suggests that the new technology 
needs a stronger regulatory framework to make sure that technology adoption could lead 
to higher growth with equity. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
In recent years, the extensive use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) 
for development (ICT4D) has evoked mixed responses in the field of information science 
(IS) as well as international development literature (Prakash & De, 2007). Conventional 
wisdom in these domains articulate a general feeling of optimism regarding the ability of 
ICTs to transform people’s lives by socially, politically and economically empowering 
them. According to the UN, ICTs are a ‘powerful enabler of development goals’ (UN 
Millennium Project, 2005, p. 49), which will bring about ‘greater social freedoms, 
increased knowledge and more productive livelihoods’ (UNDP, 2001 p. 1). 
 
Nevertheless, it is well known that such developmental benefits have been difficult to 
achieve, with the estimates showing a significant proportion of ICT4D implementations 
failing to achieve objectives of majority of the stakeholders, especially in developing 
countries (Heeks, 2002; Sahay & Avgerou, 2002). However, a recent survey of literature 
on information systems in developing countries by Walshman and Sahay (2006) points 
that the question has become not whether, but how ICTs can be beneficial to the 
developing countries. In order to fully understand how ICTs can promote development, 
they argue for a need to critically analyse the precise notion of development that ICT4D 
initiatives seek to achieve. Recently, some evaluative studies on ICT4D projects have 
emphasised that the conception of development influencing the design and goals of 





& De, 2007).  
This thesis aims to further contribute to the understanding and importance of the 
development context in ICT4D projects. As opposed to the techno-utopian assumptions, 
the study emphasises the need to analyse ICT4D project as socio-technological models of 
development. It argues that unless the idea of development behind the ICT4D project and 
its implementation is not in consonance with the existing socio-economic reality, the 
intended developmental benefits might not ensue. We find empirical evidence for our 
argument in a project which introduces an ICT platform for regaining global 
competitiveness in the handicraft sector of India - the Computer Aided Designing Centre 
(CACD- centre) project of the Rajasthan Carpet industry. It was a state level effort to 
boost exports at the time of an industrial slowdown in this export oriented sector through 
public private partnership. Technology was seen as being critical for competitiveness. 
The policy makers were optimistic that public private partnership would improve 
industrial growth and equity in Rajasthan’s carpet sector. 
 
1.1   Indian Handicrafts Sector 
The Rajasthan carpet industry belongs to the handicrafts sector of the Indian Economy. 
The use of ICTs for achieving developmental objectives in the handicraft sector of a 
developing country like India presents an interesting area of research. It is the largest 
decentralised and unorganised sector of the economy, and is among India’s largest 
foreign exchange earners. This sector has a direct and growing relation to both national 
economy (export earnings) and poverty alleviation (rural livelihood) of India. This sector 





Organization of India, 1994-95). Many more millions are indirectly employed by the 
handicrafts industry in finishing, packaging, transporting, shipment, handling and export. 
Majority of the workforce in this sector consists of women and socially disadvantaged 
sections including scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. 
(Liebl & Roy, 2004) 1 
 
It is estimated that 70 percent of India’s population depend on agriculture for a living, but 
agricultural incomes in India have been low and fluctuating (International Labour 
Organization, 2004). The part-time, rural nature of handicrafts activity compliments the 
lifestyles of agricultural households, providing supplementary income to 
subsistence/seasonal farming, as well as income to women and children. Traditionally, it 
has also provided the rural population a means to remain and survive in their villages, 
where employment opportunities are limited otherwise.  
 
It is therefore important to look at the development-technology linkage in the initiatives 
that use ICTs for enabling reforms in the handicrafts sector, and thus have a potential to 
affect lives of a significant proportion of India’s poor and disadvantaged population. 
 
1.2 Prospects and Problems for Development in the Handicrafts Sector 
1.2.1 Potentials of the Indian Handicrafts Sector for Development 
The potential of handicraft traditions in the development process of the developing 





involvement of many international organisations and agencies, like International Labour 
Organisation (ILO), World Bank, World Intellectual Property Organisations, UNESCO 
etc., to name a few, in this area. Jaitely (2005) emphasizing the potential of crafts 
industry pointed that “in the post-industrialised world, with its multi-national production 
and marketing systems, branded goods and the similarity of products wherever they may 
be sold, the non-standardised and multicultural nature of handicrafts provides the 
competition and welcome contrast” (para 2).   
 
In a developing country like India, the handicrafts industry has some unique aspects. 
Firstly, it is concentrated largely in the interior parts of the country, in villages, hamlets 
and small towns. Secondly, it employs a very large section of the population belonging to 
the weaker and backward sections of the society (Liebl & Roy, 2004). Hence, the 
handicrafts sector has come to be recognised as the targeted site of developmental 
initiatives, given its potential in addressing issues of rural livelihood and poverty 
alleviation (Liebl & Roy).  
 
The exports of handicrafts from India have been rising at an average annual rate of 
growth of 15% consistently, during the last decade or so. The total exports of handicrafts 
from the country in the year 2007-08 (April- March) amounted to US$ 3481.14 million. 
The potential for expanding Indian handicrafts exports is very high. World market for 
handicrafts is estimated to be of the size of US$ 235 billion. India’s share currently is less 





international market for Indian handicrafts (Export Promotion Council of Handicrafts, 
2008). 
 
Given the current neo-liberal policy environment in India, it is been argued that any 
increase in the market and exports of the handicrafts products would transform the sector, 
and consequently help in poverty alleviation and expanding employment opportunities at 
the grass root level, particularly for the economically weaker sections (Planning 
Commission of India, 1999). 
 
1.2.2 Problems and prescription of Solutions 
Although there is an immense potential for development in the Indian handicrafts sector, 
the hurdles in realising these are formidable. There are diverse and pervasive problems 
that affect the handicraft sector in India. These include changes in the nature of 
consumption and consumer preferences, social and economic problems affecting the craft 
communities, and the basic character of the Indian handicrafts sector, which is vast, 
dispersed throughout the country, and is unorganised. 
 
Critical studies on the potential of handicrafts sector of India points that though the 
current export figures and growth rate of the handicraft sector in India are impressive but 
majority of talented artists and craftsmen in the country still survive under conditions of 
abject poverty.  It is being argued that if the craftsmen and artisans continue to reap few 





search of more sustainable alternatives and consequently these traditional skills and 
knowledge would be lost (Liebl & Roy, 2004; Jaitely 2001). 
 
The variety of problems facing India’s handicrafts sector require myriad solutions. 
Globalisation and fast industrial growth have resulted in changes in consumer buying 
trends, on the one hand, and the entry of numerous new, factory-produced and 
aggressively promoted products into the rural and urban markets, on the other. Therefore, 
it is being argued that the traditional crafts sector needs more support and changes than 
ever, if it has to become viable and competitive (Jaitely, 2001). In the wake of 
globalisation and economic liberalisation of India in 1991, the developmental 
conceptions influencing Indian state policies for the handicrafts sector have come to 
focus on how to integrate the rural craft zones with the rest of the world. The basic 
solutions for the developmental problems in the handicrafts sector are geared towards 
adaption of craftsmen skills and products to meet new global market requirements and 
improvement in the global market access and supply. With respect to achieving global 
integration, technological obsolescence of the handicrafts sector has then come to be 
identified as the major obstacle. It is in this context that many community groups, social 
support networks, voluntary agencies and government organisations are actively 
exploring the potential of information and communication technologies for regaining 






ICT platform for Indian handicrafts 
In the context of poverty alleviation and rural development, strategic significance of ICTs 
has come to be widely acknowledged by international organizations such as World Bank, 
UNDP leading to a massive proliferation of ICT based anti-poverty initiatives in 
developing countries. This finds an echo in the current policy environment in India where 
ICTs are regarded as essential tools for development: 
“Information Technology is a very important tool in the development of any society and 
has become the driving force in growth of economies worldwide. It has been found 
across the globe that Information Technology has resulted in providing a fast growth path 
for developing economies.”               (National Informatics Centre, 2005, Preface section) 
 
 
It is no surprise then the handicrafts sector, given its importance in the economy and 
especially for the marginalised section of the population, has been identified by the 
Indian government as one of the areas for innovative applications of ICT platforms. 
(Bowonder, Mastakar, & Sharma, 2005; Bowonder, Sadhulla, & Jain, 2005; Bowonder, 
Swamy, & Mastakar, 2005). In recent times the Indian Government policies point 
towards a strong positive belief in the potential of ICTs in reviving the craft sector. A 
recent evaluative study report sponsored by Planning Commission of India on new 
development platforms using information communication technologies for poverty 
reduction argued that: 
“ICT platforms have been used to transform and revive the traditional industries, also it is 
helpful in better dissemination of information using low-cost technologies and 
empowering the focus groups. ICT platforms have enormous potential to transform 
businesses, create new forms of business delivery and create new interaction spaces” 






Given the current influence of the neo-liberal economic views on the policy environment 
and regulatory framework of the Indian state, the problems of the country’s development 
programme have come to be attributed to inefficiencies in the functioning of the 
government at all levels (Planning Commission of India, 2001). It is in this context then, 
the current innovative developmental programs in India, which claim to change the 
nature of government support, have come to focus on an increased involvement of NGOs, 
industrial associations and international agencies, apart from government agencies, in 
promoting development of handicrafts sector.  
 
Currently in India, a sector-specific and cluster-based strategy, for facilitating the 
introduction of ICT-based solutions, is being pursued in collaboration with local 
associations, specialised organisations, financial institutions and banks. This linkage of 
ICTs with the issue of development and revival of handicrafts sector has led the 
Development Commissioner of Handicrafts (Central Government of India) to form 
various schemes of technology upgradation along with the help of State governments and 
international agencies like UNDP (Government of Indian, n.d.). The Government of 
India, through the offices of the Development Commissioner of Handicrafts and 
Development Commissioner for Handlooms (both under the Ministry of Textiles, India), 
contributes substantial funding to crafts intervention (Planning Commission of India, 
1999). 
 
It is in the current context of importance ICTs and centrality of public private 





was launched to revive the Rajasthan carpet industry by introduction of Computer Aided 
Designing, in 2000, through a non-profit common facility centre. The main idea behind 
this initiative was to revive the sector by introducing ICT-based techniques to carry out 
business in order to adapt to the changing global market, thus, reducing cycle times and 
increasing productivity. It is identified as one of the successful ICT- based technology 
upgradation initiative having potential of replication. Also, it is regarded by the Planning 
Commission of India as one of the innovative application of ICT which helped the poor 
section of weavers in improving their livelihood opportunity by helping them revive their 
craft and particularly emphasized the technology benefits noting that, “[As a result of the 
use of CAD technology] the carpets weavers have been able to enhance product variety 
and reduce the development cycle time and enhance the design interactivity through the 
use of an ICT platform.” (Planning Commission of India, 2005, Conclusion section, p. 
20). The project also got some positive press coverage in India (see Somasekhar, 2004).                                                                           
A research based understanding of the development and technology upgradation 
initiatives that guide the introduction of CAD in Jaipur carpet industry would provide 
important insights into the operationalisation of ICT interventions and its success in 
addressing the problems of the handicrafts sector. The problems faced by the Jaipur 
carpet industry are in some aspects unique in itself and in some ways similar to those 
faced by the rest of the unorganised handicrafts sector in India.  
For a developing economy identified with labour surplus and lack of infrastructural 
facilities, particularly in rural areas, the crafts and traditional industries, like the carpet 





This is because unlike industrialization, which has conventionally meant dominance of 
machine over man and of capital over labour, crafts in can be termed as industry which is 
labour-intensive, and where machine does not dominate human skills. A large part of the 
craft sector in India is identified with labour-intensive production process, involving 
simple tools and local raw materials. The production processes have remained unchanged 
for centuries now. Also, one of the major problems faced by the handicrafts sector in 
developing countries, like India, is the age-old-structures of exploitative labour structure, 
where production and export have been controlled and monopolised by rich exporters and 
manufacturers. In developing countries there is an unequal distribution of social, 
economic, environmental and political capital. Given these inequalities, there is a high 
likelihood that in the absence of a stronger regulatory framework if introduced with a 
limited conception of development, the new technology might favour the privileged 
segments within society and real benefits might not reach the economically and socially 
disadvantaged, thus leading to a widening of the existing socio-economic gap (Garai & 
Shadrach, 2006; Sreekumar, 2006; Sreekumar 2007b). Therefore, a comprehensive study 
of these ICT based development initiatives are needed to evaluate how far the technology 
could be adopted and in what ways such technological solutions could address problems 







1.3 Research Questions 
This study aims to evaluate and analyse the ICT4D projects by investigating the inter-
linkages between the technology, conception of development, influencing content and 
design of ICT4D project, and the socio-economic context of their implementation.  
 
1. How does the notion of development underlying the developmental projects in 
India, influences the content and technology delivery model of the CACD- centre 
project? 
2. How far these conceptions of development applied in the project are rooted in the 
socio-economic reality of the carpet industry? 
3. What are the causative, impeding and enabling factors behind differential impact 
of CACD-centre project on three intended beneficiaries- carpet exporters, carpet 
designers and carpet weavers? 
 
1.4 Thesis Structure 
Chapter 2 reviews the previous analytical and evaluative research, and studies related to 
the ICT4D projects. It contains a review of literature on development and technology to 
understand the inter-linkages between the two. This will provide a theoretical foundation 
for different facets of our research topics, primarily to our argument that the technology 






Chapter 3 lays out the methodological foundations of this study. It provides the rationale 
for using case study methodology. It further includes a description of the research design 
inclusive of various sources used for the study, the criteria used for sampling procedure, 
an elucidation of the interview guide and the administration of interviews. Finally, the 
issues faced in the field and limitations of the study are discussed. 
 
Chapter 4 explores the socio-economic backdrop of the Rajasthan carpet industry and 
highlights the problems faced by the industry that led to the introduction of ICT-based 
development solution. Also, this chapter briefly discusses the socio-economic profile of 
the three primary stakeholders in the Rajasthan carpet industry, namely, exporters, 
contractors and weavers. 
 
Chapter 5 illustrates the findings related to the design process and mode of delivery of the 
technology in the CACD-centre project of the Rajasthan carpet industry. This is done in 
relevance to the research objective concerning how the conception of development 
underlying the design and goals of ICT for development (ICT4D) projects is important in 
deciding the purpose they will eventually serve. Further, the content of CACD-centre and 
the project features are explored and analysed in detail. 
 
Chapter 6 analyses the impacts of CACD- centre project and CAD technology on the 
Rajasthan carpet industry. It identifies various causative, impeding and enabling factors 
behind the differential impact of the technology on the three intended beneficiaries of 





analysis is to find out how far the socio- economic and cultural contexts influence the 
outcome of the ICT4D project. 
 
Chapter 7 concludes the study by providing a detailed summary of this study. This 
includes recapitulation of the research questions, the findings and the analysis of the 





                                               
1
 SC/ ST: Scheduled Castes (SCs) and Scheduled Tribes (STs) are Indian communities that are 
explicitly recognized by the Constitution of India as requiring special support to overcome 
centuries of discrimination by mainstream Hindu society. SCs/STs together comprise over 24% 
of India's population, with SC at over 16% and ST over 8% as per the 2001 Census. The 
proportion of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in the population of India has steadily risen 




Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
This chapter provides a survey of the major literature related to the issue of use of ICTs 
for development purpose. It further discusses the development and technology studies 
literature to understand the interlinkages between the conceptions of development and 
use of technology. This is done in order to understand the importance of development 
context for ICT4D initiatives. This will provide a theoretical foundation for different 
facets of our study, primarily to the argument that the technology design is not 
independent of the conception of development that it seeks to advance. 
 
2.1 ICTs and Development 
The extensive deployment of information and communication technologies (ICTs) in the 
field of development in recent times has evoked a mixed response in the academic circle. 
The proponents of ICTs (World Bank 2002, UNDP 2001; Negwenyama, Andoh-Baidoo, 
Bollou & Morawczynski, 2006; Kodakanchi, Kuofie, Abuelyaman & Qaddour, 2006 etc.) 
take an optimistic view and highlight the positive effects of the Internet and other forms 
of ICTs to create new economic, social and political opportunities for developing 
countries and the poor. Some others are not so enthusiastic and take a pessimistic view. 
Given the existing socio-economic inequalities in the developing countries, they argue 
that the ICTs will favour the privileged segments within the society and their benefits 
would not reach the economically and socially disadvantaged, thus leading to a further 
widening of the socio-economic gap (Gumucio, 2001). Finally, some emphasise 




contextualized approach to ICTs and underscore the importance of the socio-economic 
and cultural context, which is being considered crucial for the better understanding of the 
potential effects of ICTs on development and the empowerment of poor communities 
(Avgerou, 2001; Walsham, 1993).  
 
Amidst growing evidence that ICT can play a constructive role in development (Hanna, 
2008; Papaioannou and Dimelis, 2007; World Bank, 2006; Indjikian and Seigel, 2005; 
McNamara, 2003; Heeks, 2002), it is now felt that the initial debate as to whether ICTs 
are relevant for developing and low income countries has already been resolved in a 
positive answer and the challenge now is to find how ICTs can be beneficial (Sein and 
Harindranath, 2004; Walsham and Sahay, 2006).  
 
In the context of poverty alleviation, strategic significance of ICTs has come to be widely 
acknowledged by international organizations such as World Bank and UNDP leading to a 
massive proliferation of ICT based anti-poverty initiatives in developing countries. 
Consequently, it has led to emergence of an extensive emerging global literature on the 
use of ICTs in the rural sector of developing countries for poverty alleviation and 
sustainable growth. The studies cover debates on a wide range of ICTs application for 
rural developmental ranging from rural manufacturing/enterprise (Bowonder, Swamy et. 
al, 2005; Bowonder, Sadhulla et.al,2005; Bowonder, Mastakar et, al, 2005;Duncombe, 
2006) to rural connectivity, rural governance and rural-urban digital divide (Thomas, 
2008; Nikam et al., 2004; Ramirez, 2007). 
 




In the last decade or so India alone has seen launch of numerous ICT based development 
projects in the rural sector to achieve various developmental objectives- poverty 
reduction, income growth, health, education, government services, rural enterprises etc 
(Singh, 2002, 2004 &2007; Garai et al.,2006, The Planning Commission of India, 2005 
etc). Wade (2002) and Singh (2007) identify neglect of demand side dimensions of ICTs 
as a fundamental weakness of ICT4D literature and approach. While the beneficiary case 
studies are quoted within the Indian literature, investigations into factors impeding or 
enabling demand and the study of demand itself remain sparse (Tiwari & Sharmistha, 
2008). This thesis addresses the gap by grounding the primary research to capture the 
perceptions and the understanding of the ICT benefits from both demand and supply side 
in the CACD- centre project. 
             
            In a survey of the evaluative studies of ICT intervention for development, especially in 
the rural sector in India by Garai and Shadrach (2006) point to two main observations. 
First, descriptive studies on technological infrastructure (method of connectivity, 
information access, capturing and presentation devices) - fail to illustrate the 
appropriateness of technology model to existing social, economic, political and cultural 
environment (see Bhatnagar & Schware, 2000). Walshman and Sahay (2006) also note 
that in-depth studies on technologies remain silent on how the technology interacts with 
the local geophysical environment; its robustness, scalability and compatibility 
specifications, and capacity to meet current and future level of needs. Secondly, Garai 
and Shadrach (2006) point out that the literature on ICT for development often draws 
correlation between economic advances as a result of ICT growth and penetration (see 




Bowonder, Mastakar, Sharma, 2005; Bowonder, Sadhulla, Jain, 2005 ; Bowonder, 
Swamy, Mastakar, 2005 etc). Some other evaluative studies derive the economic 
incentives by using a simple cost benefit analysis methodology. Estimated evaluation of 
economic profitability achieved by the project implementers in any given time period is 
arrived at by deducting recurring expenditure from the total customer payment, increase 
in overall revenues for the sector etc. Garai and Shadrach (2006) argue that such studies 
by large fail to investigate level of increase in economic opportunities achieved by the 
target beneficiaries and address the issue of exclusion on economic grounds.  According 
to them, “A pure quantitative economical analysis techniques fall short in evaluating the 
effects of such interventions on wide gamut of human capabilities, at least in a narrow 
time series. Further, evaluation studies fail to investigate reasons of exclusion in the 
grassroots ICT projects, even in projects, which are not for profit in nature”(Garai & 
Shadrach, 2006, p.60).  
 
Problem with the conventional approaches for the evaluation of ICT4D initiatives is 
assumption of a unidirectional relationship between ICTs and development. Scepticism 
on the success of the ICT4D initiatives emanate from varying perspectives. There is now 
a growing discourse on ICTD (Information Communication Technology and 
development) which has emerged as an interdisciplinary approach to understand 
multidimensional impacts of ICT diffusions, resistance and acceptance in developing 
countries challenges the techno- utopian presumptions of ICT4D initiatives (Sreekumar 
& Rivera-Sanchez, 2008). Rejecting the techno- utopian approach, there is a growing 
emphasis on the aspect of technology as a social construction (Akrich, 1992; Kling, 2000; 




Pinch and Bijker, 1987) in the ICT and development discourse. Some researchers 
studying ICT4D have argued that “IT implementation projects are not episodes 
disconnected from historical, organizational and economic circumstances from which 
they emerge” (Krishna and Walsham, 2005, p.126). According to Prakash & De (2007),  
“The overall context in which a development is being sought that is manifested through 
various structures and institutions have a bearing on the nature and choice of technology 
usage, and, studying it can offer rich insights in understanding the meaning that societies 
assign to ICT4D implementations.” (p.263)  
  
Heeks (2002) in a qualitative review survey of Information system projects in developing 
countries pointed out that one of the very important reasons behind failure of these 
projects is relatively poor conception of technology in conceptualizing and implementing 
these projects. He argues that majority of the ICT4D initiatives see technology in a 
reductionist manner as a black box which can be separated from other contextual 
dimension. The conception of development behind the design and usage of technology 
should be based on an understanding of the socio- economic and cultural context of 
implementation. 
 
Central to the conception of ICT4D projects is using technology in a way so as to solve 
developmental problems. Technology is popularly conceptualized to be a set of tools, 
machines, materials and processes that help to solve human problems. The issues that 
qualify as problems in a given time and in a given place, however, depend on what is 
considered progress (Prakash and De, 2007). Recently, many scholars have pointed to the 
absence of a critical analysis of the interlinkages between the development and 




technology as one of the central weaknesses of the ICT4D discourse (Walshman & 
Sahay, 2006; Madon, 2000; Avgerou, 2003; Prakash & De, 2007).Walsham and Sahay 
(2006) note that there are very few papers which explicitly look at the precise notion of 
what development means and how ICTs can promote it.  
 
This thesis aims to further contribute to the ICTD discourse by showing that choice of 
technology design is influenced by notions of development and unless these notions are 
consistent with the socio- economic contextual dimensions, the desired consequences 
might not ensue. This research criticizes the techno- scientific approach to ICT4D 
projects and instead emphasizes a need for socio- technological approach in the 
conceptualization such projects for rural Indian settings 
 
2.2 Technology and Development 
In this section we do a reflexive analysis of interlinkages between technology and 
development, specifically the technology roles prescribed within various economic 
models of development to bring out the importance of development context in ICT4D 
discourse. As in the case of modernization and dependency economic growth models, if 
the lack of economic growth at the national level is seen as the central problem of growth 
then technological development will be geared to increase national production. In the 
modernization prescriptive model of development, the technology was not only believed 
to amplify material progress but also act as a moral force that creates an ethics of 
innovation, yield and result. Since modernization theorists prescribed replication of 




developmental model of mature capitalist countries for the poor economies, hence 
technology transfer emerged from former to latter as an important development strategy 
(Escobar, 1995).  
 
The role of technology for dependency theorists was, similarly, central to their 
prescriptions for development. But, the problem with development of poor countries was 
located in the exploitative trade relations with the developed countries, therefore, the 
choice and role of technology was focused on economic self sufficiency, particularly 
towards creation of domestic production capacities in goods and services which, though 
considered essential, were earlier imported from the developed capitalist countries 
(Conyers & Hills, 1984; Diwan and Livingston, 1979). Industrialization was the primary 
vehicle for development in both the modernization and dependency theories. 
 
The recent neoliberal conception places primary importance to “well-functioning” 
markets, free from the distortionary influences of the inefficient and unwieldy state 
machinery. The use of technology is, thus, directed towards enhancing the efficiency of 
the state in its transactions; predominantly with market functionaries (Ciborra, 2005). 
Instead of state- centric model of growth, the neo-liberals emphasize upon the role of 
transnational corporations, NGOs for development. The neo- liberal economic views 
draw on the arguments made by the post-industrialists in favour of a new stage of 
development centred on the production, diffusion and use of information and 
communication technologies throughout society - a vision which first took hold in the 
USA in the 1960s, against a context of increasing prosperity and automation (Castells and 




Hall, 1996). Within the neo-liberal economic framework, information and knowledge 
have come to be projected as the ``engine'' or major force in shaping economies with their 
potential to transform any kind of activity into new ways of functioning and new forms of 
organization and management (Prakash and De, 2007). 
 
In recent times, there has been a growing emphasis on redefining goals of development 
with much greater emphasis on non-economic aspects. In this context, the human-centred 
conception of development (focuses is on the development of all human beings, The 
basic concern is with the appropriateness of the technology not primarily at a global or 
national economic level, rather its usage by the intended beneficiaries of development 
interventions, who by and large belong to the socio- economically weaker sections of 
society and are lack capabilities required to master the “super-technology of the rich” 
(Schumacher, 1973, p. 128). The focus is therefore on technologies, which build on local 
technological traditions, blending with and enhancing local cultures in the process (Sen 
2000, Diwan and Livingston, 1979). In their review of literature on ICT and development 
discourse, Walshman and Sahay (2006) suggested that the evaluation of ICTD initiatives 
in developing country contexts could be broadened by wider definitions of development, 




Through our overview of the literature on ICTs and development discourse we argue that 
in the evaluation of ICT4D initiatives it is important to consider a spectrum of issues 




reflecting larger concerns that have informed the development debates in past. Contrary 
to the techno-utopian assumption, the thesis proposes an alternate contextualist approach 
for studying the impact of ICT4D projects on different stakeholders emphasizing the 
influence of socio- economic context in determining the realization of development 
ambitions to actual delivery. Through an analysis of development and technology 
literature, the chapter emphasises the importance of development context in ICT4D 
projects. It draws for evidences from the case study of introduction of ICT platform in the 
traditional carpet industry of Rajasthan in India with the purpose of reviving the craft and 
consequently reducing poverty among the weavers. The next chapter will introduce the 





Chapter 3: Methodology 
 
3.1 Introduction 
In this research, we first set out to investigate how different meanings attributed to 
development influence the choice of technology solution. Further on, we try to explore 
the question that if ICT4D initiatives are based on limited conception of development, 
overlooking the socio- cultural and historical contextual dimensions, it will limit the 
usage and potential of the technology for development. We have tried to probe these 
issues through the case study of Computer Aided Carpet Designing Centre (CACD-
centre) project in the Rajasthan carpet industry. 
 
3.2 The Case Study Approach 
Our research focus requires us to investigate the dynamic relation between technology 
and society as it manifests itself in the case of introduction of CAD technology in the 
Jaipur carpet industry.  At the planning phase of our research we were faced with various 
challenges. Firstly, in the field of ICT4D, very few studies have looked at the precise 
notion of what development means and how ICTs can promote it. Secondly, we realised 
that for our research, the contemporary developments related to Jaipur carpet industry as 
well as the context and experience of the stakeholders in CACD project are very 
important in evaluating the impact of the technology.  Another challenge we realised was 





documentation of socio-economic and cultural dimensions of this industry is relatively 
poor and obscure.  
 
Given these challenges, we, therefore, felt necessary to adopt a methodology which 
would require us to investigate the phenomena at its location of operationalisation. 
Researchers working on ICT4D are faced with projects and delivery models that pose 
practise-based problems, where experiences of the actors are important and the context of 
action is critical. Therefore, for our research on an ICT-based technology upgradation 
initiative which has a specific regional dimension, studying it at the site of its 
implementation and usage appears to be the most appropriate approach as it could lead to 
a better understanding of the mutual interaction that the technology has with various 
dimensions of the implementation context, especially with the intended beneficiaries. 
Also, considering the issue of dearth of relevant documented data we would need to 
collect evidences from multiple sources in order to capture the contextual complexity of 
our research issue.  
 
Considering the circumstances of specific regional locations of our research in and the 
kind of industry, following a case study strategy appeared to be most appropriate 
approach. The case study strategy is accepted as well-suited for a research investigation 
where the phenomenon of interest is best studied within its natural setting and the 
boundaries between the phenomenon and context are not clearly evident (Benbasat, 
Goldstein & Mead, 1987; Yin, 1994), to which this research conforms. Also, case study 





previous studies have been carried out. Further on, it is well suited for capturing the 
knowledge of the practitioners and developing and testing theories from it (Benbesat et 
al., 1987). The research and theory in the field of ICT4D can best be described as still 
being in the formative stages. 
 
The most important element of adopting a case study strategy is that it allows data 
collection at multiple levels and from multiple sources. Ideally, evidences from two or 
more sources will converge to support the research findings (Benbasat et al., 1987; Yin, 
1994). Since the carpet industry in India belongs to the unorganised sector of the 
economy and, therefore, suffers from lack of systematic documentation, using multiple 
sources of evidence helped us in collecting data around our specific research issue as well 
as in capturing the contextual complexity of the project designing and implementation.  
 
Owing to the fact that case study researches insert a researcher into a natural 
environment, unforeseen findings and unplanned situations should be expected. This 
brings up the importance of research design and the way it should provide a flexible 
framework to organise various components of the study. 
 
3.3 Research Design 
There are six sources of evidences identified by Yin (1994) for data collection in case 
study research. These are: 






2. Archival records—Organisation charts, service, personnel or financial records. 
3. Interviews— Ethnographic semi-structured interviews, structured questionnaire survey 
4. Direct observation—Absorbing and noting details, actions, or subtleties of the field 
environment. 
5. Physical artifacts—technological devices, outputs, tools. 
6.  Participant-observation- the researcher is not mere observer but takes different roles 
within the case-study situations. 
 
For the purpose of this research we have used five of these, namely, documentation, 
archival records, interviews, direct observation, physical artifacts and participant 
observation. 
 
The field work for this study was conducted in two parts, June-July, 2007 and December 
2007-January 2008. Our research involved field visits to the Jaipur city and three rural 
locations in the nearby neighbouring districts of Dausa and Tonk. As stated earlier, 
adopting a case study research approach allowed the use of multiple sources of evidences 
for data collection. The research makes use of both secondary and primary data and it is 
primarily a qualitative study.  
 
Carpet weaving is carried out in rural areas around the city of Jaipur and all other 
processes related to carpet production are carried out in the city where majority of the 
carpet exporters and carpet designers reside. For our research on carpet weavers, we 





chosen because they are the main centres of carpet weaving in Rajasthan and all the 
exporters interviewed for the purpose of this research contract out work to weavers in 
these districts. Both districts are within 100 km from capital city Jaipur. The CACD- 
centre is located in Jaipur. 
 
As a background to the case study research, discussions were held with a number of 
officials, entrepreneurs and academicians involved with traditional industry sector, in 
general, and Rajasthan carpet industry in particular. These discussions enhanced the 
researcher’s understanding of socio-economic and cultural issues surrounding the 
Rajasthan carpet industry. Also, these discussions were intended to ascertain the nature of 
the CAD-based technology upgradation initiative and to gain some preliminary ideas on 
its scope as well as the relative success of the technology delivery model. The 
information gathered through informal discussions and direct observations during the 
course of field visits helped sharpen our arguments at different places in the thesis. 
 
3.3.1 Interviews 
Given the nature of our research problem, we needed a comprehensive primary data set 
comprising of two distinct categories of data information- (a) the demographic 
information on socio-economic status of the intended beneficiaries, and (b) their 
perception and usage of CAD technology and services of CACD centre. For this, we 
deployed two different methods of data collection- structured questionnaire survey and 






Overall, interviews are essential source of case study evidence because most case studies 
are about human conditions. These human conditions should be reported and interpreted 
through the eyes of specific interviewees, and well- informed respondents can provide 
important insights into a situation (Yin, 1994).  A total of 60 surveys, followed by semi- 
structured interviews, were conducted in June- July 2007 with the three categories on 
intended beneficiaries of CACD- centre project namely - carpet exporters, carpet 
designers and weavers (see Table 3.1).  
 
Table: 3.1 List of Stakeholders Interviewed 
Type of stakeholder in 
CACD-project 
Basic categorization of the stakeholders Total No. 
interviewed 
 
Design & implementation 
Agencies 
Rajasthan Carpet & Woollen Product 
Development members 
3 
CACD- centre member 1 
Software company staff 1 
Exporters Large-scale exporters 10 
Small scale exporters 10 
Carpet Designers User of CAD technology 10 
Non user of CAD technology 10 
Weavers n.a.* 20 
Source: Fieldwork, June- July 2007 
Note: n.a*: Not applicable. 
 
Structured Questionnaire Survey  
A survey is a systematic method of gathering information from (a sample of) entities for 
the purpose of constructing quantitative descriptors of attributes of the larger population 
of which the entities are members (Groves et al. 2004). Surveys have many well- defined 
advantages. It allows the researcher to investigate problems in a realistic setting where a 





allows researchers to examine many variables- demographic, life style information, 
attitudes, motives, intentions etc (Babbie, 1990). Therefore, for our first category of 
primary data which comprised general descriptive quantitative information on the 
intended beneficiaries, literacy levels, livelihoods, ownership of economic assets and 
other demographic indices, we used a face- to- face structured questionnaire survey to 
collect data. Our survey structure was based on Babbie’s (1990) framework which takes 
into account all aspects of a survey. 
 
Ethnographic interviews  
Ethnographic interview method was used to obtain primary qualitative data in the second 
category- information on the usage of CACD centre and in- depth perceptions, 
experiences and understanding of the intended beneficiaries about the CACD project and 
its developmental impact on them. Ethnography provides a framework from which we 
can study, know and report about the world; in this study the ethnographic studies are on 
our respondents in their naturally occurring settings (Atkinson, 1990). Ethnography 
derives from cultural anthropology and is in essence used to describe and understand a 
particular way of life from a “native” point of view (Frake, 2002).  
 
To avoid imposing researcher’s biases and pre-conceived notions, the interview questions 
for our research were semi- structured and open ended. Flick (2002) points that the semi-
structured interviews are popular method in qualitative researches as they are linked to 





viewpoints are more likely to be expressed than in a standardised interview or 
questionnaire. 
 
In the context of our first research question on the conception of development behind the 
content and technology delivery model of CACD- centre project, five semi-structured 
interviews were conducted with the members of design and implementation agencies of 
CACD- centre project (see Table 3.1) 
 
3.3.2 Sampling Procedure 
The choice of sample of research respondents is important in a qualitative study vis-a-vis 
their level of representation of the population (Flick, 2002). Keeping in mind the 
challenges of field realities, three different methods of sampling were employed for three 
different categories of intended beneficiaries of CACD- Centre project.  
 
For the carpet exporters, stratified random sampling method was followed. Based on the 
publically available list of registered carpet exporters in Rajasthan, the exporters were 
divided into subsets of large scale and small scale exporters based on annual turnover. 
Random selections were then made until the desired sample of 20 exporters was reached. 
For the carpet designers and weavers, no official list was available. Random sampling 
procedure was chosen for these two categories of intended beneficiaries of CACD 
project. In total, 65 respondents were interviewed from June- July, 2007- 20 carpet 







All the three categories of respondents finally chosen for interview had to meet certain 
criteria laid out by study guidelines. In the course of sampling procedure, certain 
respondents were given priority over others in the final selection, keeping in mind the 
goal, to achieve maximum variations across the sample in terms of user/ non users and 
beneficiaries/ non beneficiaries of the CACD project. 
 
3.3.3 Interview guide and administration 
The interview guide is based on Spradley’s (1979) ethnographic framework which takes 
into account all the aspects of interview process. Care was taken to include three 
important elements of ethnographic interview as outlined by Spradley ( 1979) viz. make a 
specific request for the interview (explicit purpose), give an explanation of the project 
before-hand to the respondents (ethnographic explanations) and ethnographic questions. 
The interview guide was semi structured and questions were open ended. Proper care was 
taken to ensure that participants are introduced to the interview gradually and that they 
are not biased by leading questions. 
 
The questions broadly focused on, (a) how useful are the services being provided and 
what are the awareness levels of these services in the interviewed cohort (b) the nature of 
benefits being availed by various categories of intended beneficiaries of CACD project 
(c) causative, impeding and enabling factors behind differential usage and impact of 






Already faced with the dearth of documentation on carpet industry, we were very careful 
about the research ethics. In order to win over the confidence and cooperation of the 
informants, complete confidentiality was offered and assurance was given that informants 
or the industry will not be harmed by their participation in this research. As a result, the 
names of the informants have been changed to conceal their identity. 
 
All interviews were conducted directly by the researcher. No interpreter was involved as 
the researcher is fluent in the native languages of the region, Hindi and Marwari. All 
interviews were conducted face-to-face in the natural setting of the informant. Once 
confidentiality was assured to the informants, they were more open and forthcoming in 
sharing their views and perceptions. All responses were manually jotted down by the 
researcher.  
 
3.4 Issues in the field 
Carpet export is a male dominated business where majority of the exporters have low 
level of education. Being a female, the researcher found it very hard to get the exporters 
take the research agenda seriously. To get the exporters to agree for an interview was 
challenging. During the course of field work, majority of the exporters refused to give 
appointments when the researcher contacted them personally. At time then the researcher 
had to take recourse to the senior executive officer of CACD-centre to get appointments 





At the time we conducted the field work, Rajasthan carpet industry was facing export 
losses due to US Dollar depreciation. It may have affected the prejudices of some of the 
stakeholders of CACD-centre project against introduction of a new technology. 
 
One of the most difficult challenges during the course of this research was to obtain 
secondary data, especially unpublished official information related to socio-economic 
context of the Rajasthan carpet industry.  
 
3.5 Limitations  
3.5.1 Limitations of ethnographic interviewing 
Qualitative research methods like ethnographic interviews are often criticised for being 
impressionistic and non- verifiable. In this study, careful attention was paid to remain as 
open and receptive as possible to all responses and visual clues emanating from the field. 
Wherever possible, researcher has tried to confirm data from two or three sources to 
confirm the research findings.  
 
However, interview data must be understood as verbal reports only. Reported attitudes 
and perceptions might be considered definitive where only the informant is the 
authoritative source. As such, they are subject to the problems of bias, poor recall, 






3.5.2 Limitations of the study 
The sampling frame is rather small for this study due to the limitations of resources and 
time in a Master’s programme. Therefore, given the size of the respondents’ 
communities, the findings cannot be easily generalised. The respondents’ statements have 
been accepted as ‘true’ to their knowledge and understanding as it could not be 




                                               
1
 Later, when the researcher inquired, some exporters who were interviewed for this study informed about 
the likely reason why some exporters were unwilling to participate in the research. We were informed that 
some years back, a researcher from South Africa had come to Jaipur  and on the pretext of research work 
collected sensitive information from the carpet exporters and misused their trade secrets. As a result, many 





Chapter 4: Development Discourse & the Rajasthan Carpet 
Industry in India: Context & Background 
 
Research on the carpet industry requires an understanding of the dynamics of this 
industry from two aspects. First, as a part of the larger handicrafts sector, the carpet 
industry shares some opportunities and problems which are common across this sector. 
Secondly, we need to make an enquiry into the region and the craft specific socio- 
economic context of the industry.  
 
In this chapter, we discuss the region-specific, socio-economic and cultural aspects of the 
Rajasthan carpet industry relevant to this study against the background of the larger 
handicrafts sector, as discussed in chapter 1. We further explore the problem faced by the 
Rajasthan carpet industry and various contextual factors and development discourse that 
influenced the introduction of an ICT based technological solution to its developmental 
problems. 
 
4.1 Carpet Industry of India: The Case of Rajasthan Carpet Industry  
The carpet industry is one of the most rapidly growing traditional industries in India 
which provides employment to thousands of workers, mainly, belonging to the 
economically backward sections of the society. It is a de-centralized industry and is 
traditionally a generational craft where skills are passed on from one generation to 
another (Bowonder, Swamy, Mastakar, 2005). The handknotted carpet industry in India 




employs over 1.6 million weavers in a number of Indian states including Jammu and 
Kashmir, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka 
and Tamil Nadu. More than 90% of the carpets produced in India are exported. Exports 
amounted to US$ 563.4 million in the year 1995-96 and US$ 888.7million in the year 
2002-03 (see Table 4.1). Handknotted carpets are luxury export items where the value of 
the product is by the virtue of it being handmade. It is interesting to note that export of 
machine made mill carpets fell from US$126.4 million in the year 1995-96, to zero in 
2006-07 (see Table 4.1). Jaipur and its adjacent districts are the major manufacturing 
clusters of handknotted carpets in Rajasthan. The state of Rajasthan accounts for a 
substantial part (15%) of total carpet manufacturing from India; carpet manufacturing 
provide livelihood to some 100,000 artisans within the State (Bowonder, Swamy, 
Mastakar, 2005). Jaipur is known for manufacturing of medium to high medium quality 
of hand knotted carpets.  
 
Table: 4.1: Export of carpets from India, 1995-2007, in US$ Million 
 
Textile and textile Products 
( Carpets) 
1995-96 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 06-07 
 
Hand Made 
420.4 401.0 559.5 608.1 829.2 860.0 
 
Mill made 
126.4 111.7 0 0 0 0 
 
Silk 
16.9 19.9 26.2 28.4 23.3 27.4 
 
Total 
563.4 532.6 585.7 636.4 852.6 887.4 
Source: From Handbook of Statistics on the Indian Economy, Reserve Bank of India, cited in Reserve Bank 
of India (2007) 
 




4.2 Carpet Production System in the Rajasthan Carpet Industry 
The nature of the carpet industry in India has changed dramatically since the colonial 
period. A successful exposition of Indian carpets at the Great London Exposition of 1851 
made the Indian carpet industry attractive to British companies. Subsequently, many 
British companies invested in the carpet industry in India. Not only did the discovery of 
the carpet industry by British companies integrated carpet making in India with 
international trade, but in doing so, it changed the nature of the carpet industry. Although 
commercialization and internationalization of the carpet industry invigorated carpet 
production, it also led to a transfer of control in the making of carpets from local artisans 
and weavers to British merchant traders (Juyal1993). This increased the exploitation of 
carpet weavers. Since then, the carpet industry has been one of the major sources of 
exports from India, and control of carpet production continues to remain in the hands of 
merchant traders, who are now mostly Indians (Chowdhary and Beeman, 2001). 
 
Although the carpet industry traditionally used family labour, using children as 
apprentices in the making of carpets, our findings suggest that today the process of 
production in Rajasthan carpet industry is varied and complex. Most of the production in 
this industry is carried out on a contract basis through intermediaries, in a four-tiered 
production process. It begins at the level of exporters (both merchant and manufacturer-
exporters), and extends to contractors (small manufacturers), and the loom owners (sub-
contractors), and ends at the level of weavers (see Chart 1). 
 




In Rajasthan, the carpet exporter is the central figure who plays a pivotal role in the 
overall organizational structure of the carpet industry (Sharma, A, Sharma, R & Raj, 
2000). While the contractors too have a say in guiding the carpet manufacturing process, 
weavers are just wage labourers involved only with the weaving process. The wages to 
the weavers are paid on a piece rate-basis (Indian Rupees per square meter of the carpet 
woven) 
 
Figure 4-1: Carpet Production Process 
 
Source: Bowonder, Swamy, Mastakar, 2005 
 
Our field work suggests that, initially, carpet weaving in Jaipur was concentrated within 
the city premises. As the scale of operations expanded, weaving was shifted to nearby 
rural areas, and it happened some 40- 50 years back. However, this shift to the rural areas 
was not easy as language and distance from the city became a problem for the exporters 
operating from Jaipur. Explaining design maps to the weavers and interacting with them 
on daily basis required people who knew the local dialect and who could operate from the 




rural areas. So intermediaries (or supervisors) were trained for this purpose by the carpet 
exporters. The intermediaries were picked up from amongst weavers belonging to the 
local areas. Answering what it takes for a weaver to become a subcontractor, the small 
manufacturer in Tonk explained,  
‘Among the weavers the ones who are ambitious, have entrepreneurial capabilities, are 
ready to take risk and win trust of the exporters become contractors and sub contractors. 
The sub contractors invariably belong to the weavers’ village.’1 
                                                                                          
 
Initially, weaving in rural areas was carried out mostly in factory sheds and weavers 
worked as salaried employees of the exporters. However, given the stringent factory and 
labour laws in India, the exporters began to contract out production (thereby, shifting 
production from factories). We were informed that, currently, if an exporter directly 
employs weavers, then there were some 16 government agencies and their respective 
regulations which need to be taken care of. Therefore, to avoid government interference 
and inspection, the intermediary supervisors gradually became contractors for the 
exporters. A few of the contractors who grew well- off, subsequently, employed 
subcontractors, as the weaving process was carried out on multiple looms spread across 
several villages. Eventually, the entire weaving process started operating on a contract 
basis. 
 
At the time of our field study, we found no uniformity in the carpet manufacturing 
process. In some cases, the exporter hires contractors only to look after weaving, while 
the rest of the manufacturing processes are carried out under the direct supervision of the 
exporters’ employed staff. In others, exporters just give the design and order along with 




working advance to another category of intermediary called the ‘small manufacturer’. 
These manufacturers are a level above contractors, in that, invest in the the raw materials 
as well as hire subcontractors to look after weaving. The exporters in this case just 
forward the design order and advance money to the manufacturer. In all these cases, the 
weavers are only wage labourers. They depend upon the contractors and subcontractors 
for work and wages. 
 
Except for weaving, all other processes in carpet manufacturing are carried out in the 
Jaipur city, mostly, within the export house premises of the exporters. It is the carpet 
exporter who is in direct contact with the customers. He is the one who controls the 
design process. In some cases, the customer gives the initial idea of design to the exporter 
who then works on the final look of the carpet by working with the carpet designers. In 
other cases, the customer gives patented design to the exporters who get the weaving 
done against the placed order. In the Rajasthan carpet industry, the carpet designers are a 
separate category of artisans and weavers are not involved in designing. Traditionally, the 
carpet designers work for the exporters on a contract basis. Nowadays, with the 
introduction of computer aided designing (CAD) designing, the exporters with in- house 
CAD facilities employ carpet designers on a fulltime salary basis.  
 
Given the fact that the entire industry now runs on a contract system where legal 
formalities are very few between various stakeholders, trust was found to be an important 
element which keeps the industry running. In the words of one of the interviewed 
exporter, 




‘The entire industry runs of trust basis. When the contract system started, initially all the 
exporters and even contractors faced losses now and then…but slowly you learn….you 
know who you can trust with business. Now I have a team of 10 contractors who have 
been working with me for past 35 years.’2 
                                                                                    
 
The carpet designing and colour scheme are the most secretive part of the carpet 
production process. One of the board members of Rajasthan Carpet Exporters and 
Manufacturers Association (RCEMA) explained that there are approximately 140 carpet 
exporters in the city of Jaipur alone and the internal competition is very high. In such a 
case, designing and finishing are regarded as two most important elements that give a 
cutting edge to any exporter’s product and therefore kept secretive. The importance of 
designs was emphasised by other exporters as well, 
‘Though once a product is out in the market copies and knock- outs are common but if an 
exporter has distinct colour schemes and designs to start with, he gets the first mover 
advantage in the market. Therefore until the product is out we try and guard our designs. 
Also, one can cheat a design but it is hard to get the exact colour shades replicated.’3                             
 
 
Except for manufacturing of yarn, the mechanization is minimal in the handknotted 
carpet industry. The level of initial investment by the exporters was found to be limited to 
only providing raw materials and advance payment to the intermediaries and weavers. 
One of the salient observations made during the course of this research was that the tools 
used for the weaving process today have remained unchanged for the past 200-150 years. 
In this regards, it is interesting to note the views of V.K., a small-sale exporter who was 
not a user of CAD technology: 
‘Carpet weaving does not require electricity and involve very simple tools. Therefore, it 
is one of the best possible employment opportunities for the villages of a Rajasthan where 




there is no electricity and farming is hardly subsistence. Introducing any high-tech 
technology is not a solution to the rural problems.’ 4 
                                                                               
 
In the Rajasthan carpet industry, the carpet production process is by and large manual; 
hence the wage component is very high, to the tune of 40 % of the manufacturing cost. 
(Bowonder, Swamy, Mastakar 2005) (see Figure 4.2).  
 
Figure 4-2: Cost Structure for manufacturing a 
handknotted carpet in Rajasthan 
 
                               Source: Bowander et al, 2005  
                               Note: y-axis representsthe manufacturing cost in %.                                                           
 
 




4.3 Socio- economic profile of the stakeholders in Rajasthan carpet 
industry 
Based on our primary data from the interviews with 65 respondents, secondary data from 
government records and our fieldwork observation, we analyse, in this section, the socio- 
economic profile of the three major stakeholders of the Rajasthan carpet industry viz. 
carpet exporters and traders, carpet designers and carpet weavers. These three 
stakeholders were chosen for this study as they were the intended beneficiaries of the 
Computer Aided Carpet Designing- centre project (CACD- centre). 
 
4.3.1 Carpet Exporters  
Economic Profile 
The category of carpet exporters is not homogeneous. There are various differences 
among these exporters based, for example, on the type of business dealings – as between 
merchant exporters, manufacturers and retailers - or the scale of production. For the 
purpose of our research we have categorised the exporters into large-scale and small-
scale exporters on the basis of their annual turnover. Due to the dearth of official data on 
this, we consulted with the members of the Rajasthan Carpet Exporters and 
Manufacturers Association (RCEMA) and came up with an approximate categorization. A 
notable finding of this research was the difference in the business profiles of these carpet 
exporters corresponding to their scale of production (see Table 4.2). 
 
As is clear from Table 4.2, majority of exporters in the Rajasthan carpet industry are 
small-scale exporters. 
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Source: Fieldwork, June-Jul, 2007 
Note: n= 140 registered carpet exporters; annual turnover in Indian Rupees) 
 
Social Profile of Carpet Exporters 
The data in this category gives the social profile of Rajasthan carpet exporters in terms of 
caste/ religion, gender, age and education.  
 
 
Caste and Gender 
Based on the available profiles of 140 carpet exporters from RCEMA, it was found that 
approximately 75% of exporters belonged to upper caste Hindus, 12 % belonged to 




backward caste, and 13 % belonged to the Muslim community. Almost all the carpet 
exporters in the business were males. Our findings reveal that some of the female 
members belonging to the second generation of exporters’ families are joining the 
business, though the industry still remains primarily male dominated at the level of 
exporters. Table 4.3 gives the caste religion profile of the interviewed sample of carpet 
exporters. 
        Table 4.3: Social profile of the interviewed carpet exporters: Caste/ Religion 
Caste/Religion Large-scale Exporters Small-scale exporters 
Hindu (Forward caste) 8 7 
Hindu (Backward caste) 0 1 
Muslims 2 2 
Total interviewed 10 10 
            Source: Fieldwork, June- July, 2007. 
 
Age and Education level 
Our research findings suggest that majority of the owners of the carpet export houses 
were between the ages of 45 and 70. However, increasingly, members belonging to the 
second and third generations were joining the business (see Table 4.4). 
Table 4.4: Social Profile of the interviewed carpet exporters: Age 
Age Large-scale Exporters Small-scale exporters 
< 40 0 0 
40-55 4 6 
55-70 5 5 
Total interviewed 10 10 
                        Source: Fieldwork, June- July, 2007. 
 
Majority of the current generation of carpet exporters were found to be from a very 
modest educational background; ranging from primary and secondary level school 




education to graduation in few cases. However, we found that as far as large-scale 
exporters are concerned, a section of new generation joining the business has high level 
of education; including degrees in fine arts or business (see Table 4.5). 
Table 4.5: Social profile of the interviewed carpet exporters: Education level 
Educational qualification Large-scale Exporters Small-scale exporters 
Primary 2 2 
Secondary 5 5 
Higher education 3 3 
Total Interviewed 10 10 
                   Source: Fieldwork, June- July, 2007. 
 
4.3.2 Carpet Designers 
Economic Profile 
There are approximately 1000 carpet designers working in the Jaipur carpet industry. 
Carpet designing is a generational art and there are no formal classes or institutions for it. 
Traditionally, carpet designing is a manual art and designers work for the exporters 
mostly on contract basis. Based on our findings, designers work on contract basis as 
freelancer artists. They take the orders and design idea from the exporters and 
accordingly draw the design map. Before the introduction of CAD, some of the exporters 
also maintained in-house, salaried designers, but their numbers were not very high.  
 
From our interviews, we gathered that most of the traditional carpet designers belonged 
to lower middle class families with monthly incomes in the range of (approximately) US$ 
235 to US$ 355,5 depending upon the reputation and talent of the designers. Of the 
sample of 20 designers interviewed for this study, 16 were single earning members of 








Caste and Gender 
Our research findings revealed that the majority of the traditional carpet designers in the 
Rajasthan carpet industry belonged to the minority Muslim community who had migrated 
from the major carpet manufacturing belt of India - Mirzapur and Bandhoi in Uttar 
Pradesh. Carpet designing was found to be 100% male dominated art. 
 
Age and Education level 
Carpet designing is a generational and our research revealed that an artist starts learning 
the art at a very young age of 8-10 years. As far as education level is concerned, we 
found that it ranges from modest to very low levels of education (see table 4.6). 
Table 4.6: Social profile of interviewed carpet designers: Age and Education level 
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3 2 5 4 5 1 10 
Source: Fieldwork, June- July, 2007. 
 
 




4.3.3 Carpet Weavers 
There are some 100, 000 carpet weavers in Rajasthan (Bowonder, Swamy, Mastakar, 
2005). The carpet weaving in Rajasthan is carried out in the rural areas. These weavers 
belong to the weaker sections of the society and have no skills apart from carpet weaving. 
For our research, we targeted three rural locations in the districts of Dausa and Tonk. 
Dausa and Tonk were chosen for the research because they are the main centres of carpet 
weaving in Rajasthan and all the exporters interviewed for the purpose of this research 
contract out work to weavers in these districts. Both districts are within 100 km from the 
capital city of Jaipur. 
 
The data on socio-economic profiles of the weavers is based on official data on socio- 
economic indicators of these two districts and researcher’s fieldwork conducted in the 
villages of Garh and Barunda in Dausa and rural fringes of the Tonk town.  
 
Economic Profile 
As mentioned before, the wages to the weavers are paid on a piece rate-basis (Indian 
Rupees per square meter of the carpet woven). At the level of weaving, in the areas of our 
fieldwork, we found two types of labour at work. First, there was hired labour which 
works for the contractors and subcontractors in the latter’s work shed on the looms 
owned by them. In the rural areas of Garh and Barunda in Dausa district, there were 
around about 10 subcontractors. Each owned 10-15 looms and majority of weavers were 
hired labourers. Second, there was family labour on work where a worker loaned a loom 
from the contractor and works on it within his house premise with or without the help of 




family labour.  Majority of the labour in the Tonk area was found to be family labour. On 
an average, on a single loom, for weaving an eight feet by twelve feet carpet, four 
weavers are required. In Tonk, weaving has been a generational craft for past three 
generations. In contrast, in the rural areas like Garh and Barunda we found that the carpet 
weaving is not a generational craft. It started around 20 -25 years back and the weavers 
were trained by the subcontractors in latter’s’ shed. 
 
Based on our findings, the wages of the weavers varies according to experience of a 
weaver, gender, age and type of carpet, in terms of knots per square feet. In Garh and 
Barunda we found that for the first 6 months of the training period, a weaver got Rs. 10 
per day (approx. US$ 6 per month). In both the villages, our research findings revealed 
that an experienced weaver earns on an average between US$ 35- US$ 42 per month.  In 
Tonk, the wage rate was a found to be a bit higher, between US$ 47-US$ 59 per month.  
 
One of the significant findings from our fieldwork was that in all the three rural locations, 
an entire weaver’s household could not survive on carpet weaving alone. In the areas of 
Garh and Barunda, the male head of weavers’ household was generally involved in 
subsistence farming as well. Average landholding owned by a weaver’s family varied 
from 7,500 sqm- 15,000 sqm. In Tonk, majority of the female labour of weaver’s family 
was involved in beedi6- making. Also, from our fieldwork we gathered that at least one 
adult male member from majority of the weaver families in Garh and Barunda, is 
working in the nearby towns or the Jaipur city on casual jobs such as construction work, 
taxi driving, stone cutting etc. The reasons given by majority of the interviewed weavers 




for new generation giving up weaving was that the carpet weaving alone could not 
sustain an entire weaver household. In the words of Ram, an interviewed weaver from 
Garh: 
 ‘This profession is no good. It is hazardous for health. 75% of our village population 
suffer from TB. Also, there is not much money and the gestation period for weaving a 
carpet is too long, around 6 to 8 months. It is better to take up some other job in town 
which at least pays more. To survive only on carpet weaving is becoming very difficult.’ 
7
 
                                                                                                           
 
Majority of the carpet weavers were found to be indebted to the sub contractors or 
contractors. In general, the reasons for taking loans included medical emergencies or 
social ceremonies. The average interest rate was approximately 2% per month.  
 
Social Profile  
Caste, Gender and Age 
The carpet weaver community is spread all across Rajasthan and is very heterogeneous in 
terms of specifics of social indicators. In the areas of our field work, majority of the the 
weavers belong to the marginalised sections of the society in terms of social and 
economic status. In the two villages of Dausa district, the weaver population belonged to 
a backward Hindu caste. The majority of weavers in Tonk belonged to the Muslim 
community.  
 
As far as gender distribution of weavers is concerned, there were some interesting 
findings from our fieldwork. First, there was a complete absence of adult female labour 
above the age of 25 in carpet weaving in rural areas. In the rural areas of Garh and 




Barunda, since weaving in these areas is done in the work shed of the sub-contractors, the 
adult females do not want to work due to existing socio- cultural gender constraints. In 
the rural area of Tonk, the reason for the absence of adult female labour was found to be 
availability of alternate female labour- oriented work of beedi- making. Secondly, field 
research in the Garh district found that majority of weavers were females between the 
ages of 13 and 18. Reason for employing child- labour was found to be lack of alternative 
income opportunities in these villages. However, we were informed by the villagers and 
exporters that in recent years, due to an international demand on abolition of child labour, 
it, child labour in Rajasthan carpet industry has decreased approximately by 75% in the 
past 2-3 years.  
 
Table 4.7: Social profile of interviewed carpet weavers: Caste religion; Gender & Age 
Place 












Garh 0 9 0 1 8 8 1 0 
Barunda 0 6 0 4 2 2 0 4 
Tonk 0  5 5 0 0 1 4 




Majority of carpet weavers in Dausa and Tonk areas were found to be illiterates. At the 
same time, it was interesting to note that the majority children below the age of 10 in all 
the three locations were increasingly attending schools. We were informed that the 
enthusiasm among these communities for children’s education was driven by the the start 




of free mid- day meal scheme in the primary government schools in these areas in recent 
time. In the words of weaver Dulari, 
‘It’s good they go to school, they eat full meal and also learn something….god knows if 
they get some government job…who knows.’8 
                                                                                                             
Also, the weaver communities in Dausa belong to backward caste and have reservation 
quota in government jobs. The interviewed weavers in these areas expressed the hope that 
with some basic educational qualification they can get government jobs. Dhani Ram, a 
weaver from Barunda summed the hope well when he said, 
‘Today carpet weaving has no money, no job stability and health also suffers. It would be 
good if our children can get some education and look for government job…at least that 
will give us some social status in society.’ 9     
 
 
Table 4.8: Social profile of interviewed carpet weavers: Education Level 
Place Education level Illiterate Primary Secondary 
Garh 9 0 0 
Barunda 6 0 0 
Tonk 5 0 0 
                                           Source: Fieldwork, June- July, 2007. 
 
4.4 Problems with Jaipur Carpet Industry: Need for an ICT based 
solution 
The market for Indian carpet industries moved upwards from 1991-92 as Indian 
government’s export policies became liberal and the global economy was growing. 
During this period there was an overall increase in the market size of the Rajasthan carpet 
industry also. However, the Rajasthan carpet industry entered a phase of decline in its 




export market during 1996-98. (Bowonder, Swamy, Mastakar, 2005). It is in the context 
of the 1996-98 slump in the industry that CACD- centre project, sponsored by CWBD of 
India, was launched in the year 2000 with a goal of reviving the traditional carpet 
industry of Rajasthan through the use of modern computerized tools. A project evaluative 
study done under the guidelines of the Planning Commission of India in 2005 reported 
that the demand for hand knotted carpets increased in the decade of 1990s drastically in 
the international and national market. However, the Rajasthan carpet industry could not 
penetrate the market globally because of higher costs and limited range of variety. The 
study argued that it was the saturation in designs and increasing cost which made it 
difficult for the Jaipur carpet industry to compete in the global market (Bowonder, et.al, 
2005). Consequently, concerned government bodies and the industry organization felt it 
necessary to introduce CAD- based technological up- gradation of the design process in 
order to increase the product variety and reduce the cost of production of the carpets and 
thus help the industry to regain the competitiveness in the international market.  
 
During these years, Indian carpet exports were hit hard due to loss in their primary 
market Germany. Apart from the reason of the saturation in designs, Indian handmade 
carpet industry was facing crisis due to growing international demand and pressure of 
activist movements to abolish chid labour from the industry. Also, Indian carpets were 
using cheap azo dyes for carpet manufacturing which are considered harmful for health. 
All these factors hit the Rajasthan carpet industry hard and within a short span of 3-4 
years, i.e. from 1996-98, a gap developed between total global demand of handmade 
carpets and the supply from Rajasthan. The demand and supply gap created by the 




decreasing supply from Rajasthan paved way for the entry of players from China, Turkey 
and Iran to foray into the global market. Another related disadvantage facing the 
Rajasthan carpet industry, as highlighted by the interviewed exporters, is the lack of 
brand name for Indian carpets in the world market. Majority of the interviewed exporters 
opined that since the Indian carpets do not have an exclusive brand name and are sold in 
the market with the traditional names like Persian or Turkish etc, it is easier for other 
carpet clusters around the world to take over the Indian carpets.  
 
Another problem affecting the Rajasthan carpet industry is the unorganised and backward 
nature of the industry, like rest of the handicrafts sector. Majority of the small-scale 
exporters in Rajasthan carpet industry have very low stockholding capacity. In periods 
when the demand for carpets goes down, these exporters clear out the current stock at 
very low prices and thus bring down the prices further. Also, Rajasthan’s craft industry is 
diverse and majority of small-scale exporters are simultaneously engaged in gems, 
textiles or leather footwear business. Therefore, during the 1996-98, period when market 
was down, many exporters shifted focus to their other businesses ventures, waiting for 
the time until the market picked up again. The section worst hit by this development were 
the weavers. Given the unorganised nature of the industry, the weavers have very little 
bargaining power in terms of wages and job security. During 1996-98, the slump in 
market was accompanied by cut in wages as well as employment opportunities for the 
weavers. 
 




Given the crisis, ICT based technology up gradation was seen as the best possible 
solution to the multiple problems facing the Rajasthan carpets industry. The Computer 
Aided Designing Centre Project was launched with a belief that it would help the industry 
to regain its competitiveness by helping it to integrate with the global market and 
consequently, increase in export market would benefit all categories of stakeholders 
through a trickle- down effect. 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter we highlighted that Indian hand-made carpet industry is a significant 
contributor to the country's foreign exports as well as rural economy and thus has 
immense potential for development and poverty alleviation. The strength of the industry 
is the small and medium sized exporters with tremendous export potential and the highly 
talented crafts persons who have been weaving intricate designs of exclusive floor 
coverings (Bowonder, Swamy, Mastakar, 2005). We further explored the socio- 
economic background of the Rajasthan carpet industry and found that there are diverse 
problems facing the industry, particularly that of existing socio-economic inequalities. 
Given this background, it is important to understand how well a technological solution 
can address the developmental concerns of the carpet industry. This will be explored in 
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 Shiv Kapoor (small manufacturer, 40), interviewed, July 1, 2007, Tonk. 
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Chapter 5: CACD- Centre: Design and Content of the Project 
 
This chapter will illustrate the findings related to the design process and mode of delivery 
of the technology in the CACD- centre project of the Rajasthan carpet industry. This will 
be done in relevance to our research objective concerning how the conception of 
development underlying the design and goals of ICT for development (ICT4D) projects is 
important in deciding what purpose they will eventually serve. The content of CACD- 
centre and the project features will be explored and analysed in detail. 
 
5.1 CACD- Centre Project: The conception and design process  
5.1.1  Origin of the idea 
In the face of the decline in carpet exports during the period 1996- 98, the Rajasthan 
carpet industry suffered heavy export losses and job losses for the weavers. According to 
the project evaluative study done by Bowonder, Swamy and Mastakar (2005), the idea of 
introducing CAD- based technological upgradation came from a group of carpet 
exporters and promoters.  It emerged out of a realization that there is a need for using 
modern computerized tools for expanding the design varieties and for enhancing the skill 
sets of the weavers so as to enhance productivity. 
 
One needs to understand the conception of development behind the CACD- centre project 
against the backdrop of general policy environment in India. With the onset of economic 




reforms (in 1991) the government policies in India in the handicraft sector during the 
1990s were geared towards integrating the crafts sector to the global economy. A number 
of schemes for the handicraft sector were launched in the area of training, design 
development, technology upgradation, market promotion through exhibitions and 
publicity, and assistance for exports etc. The period from the late 1990s, witnessed an 
emphasis on ICT based technology upgradation initiatives and policies from the 
government. A number of new schemes namely design development through arts and 
crafts colleges, CAD/CAM for design development, development and dissemination of 
improved tools and departmental workshops were introduced during 1997-98. Also, 
schemes to set up of common facilities through corporations, NGOs, etc., in the crafts for 
which working capital requirement is substantial, was introduced during 1997-98 
(Planning Commission of India, 1999). 
  
Our findings confirmed that the Indian government was keen on finding means to revive 
the carpet industry through technology upgradation.  In our interviews with the project 
designers and implementers, we were informed that, in the face of 1996-98 slump in the 
Rajasthan carpet industry, the CWDB approached the Rajasthan Small Industries 
Corporation (RSIC), an apex state development organisation for handicrafts and small-
scale industries, to explore the possible solutions to revive the industry. This decision of 
approaching RSIC by CWDB is in line with the Indian government policies where the 
promotion of handicrafts is primarily the responsibility of the State Governments 
(Planning Commission of India, 1999). 
 




Our findings suggest, the RSIC approached the top carpet exporters from the state 
industry association of carpet exporters and traders, Rajasthan Carpet Manufacturers and 
Exporters Association (RCEMA), and gave them the task of identifying a field where 
technology needed up gradation.  There were no selection criteria on the part of RSIC for 
consulting these exporters other than the latter’s business credibility. However, keeping 
up with the neo- liberalized policy environment in the country, the government wanted 
such a developmental initiative to be carried out through a non-governmental 
organization. Therefore, these large-scale exporters from RCEMA, who were consulted 
for the project, along with few others came together and registered for a non-profit 
society- the Rajasthan Carpet and Woollen Product Development (RCWPD), on 
September 19, 1995 under the Rajasthan Societies Act 1958. Besides its members, who 
are established large- scale exporters of carpets, the three apex government development 
organizations viz. The Rajasthan Small Industries Corporation (RSIC), Rural Non Farm 
Development Agency (RUDA) and the Central Wool Development Board (CWBD), 
Ministry of Textiles, Government of India are represented by their chief executives on its 
governing council. 
‘RCWPD is an NGO and non- profit making organisation….with the objectives of 
developing carpet industry by…upgradation of work skills and orienting the work- force 
at carpet industrial units towards excellence in technology, quality and productivity using 
computer applications.’ 
                                      (Rajasthan Carpet & Woollen Product Development Society, n.d.) 
 
 
The exporters who were involved in the designing of CACD- centre project in their 
interviews pointed to saturation in designs and increasing cost as two main reasons 
behind the market slump of 1996-98 which made it difficult for Rajasthan carpets to 




compete with other carpet producing clusters in India as well as cheaper produce from 
China. At the same time they identified designing as the only process in carpet 
manufacturing which could be mechanised without compromising the manual-labour 
worth of the carpets as weaving would still remain completely manual. The Jaipur carpet 
industry specialises in handknotted variety for which the process of carpet weaving has 
totally been manual and unchanged for centuries.              
 
The idea of introducing CAD technology came from the large-scale exporter members of 
the RCWPD. In our interviews with them, we were informed that they came across CAD 
technology and observed its potential during their business trips to US and Germany 
where the clients were already using it for design development. They were keen to try out 
the technology as they were impressed with its results. Also, they realised that if 
introduced in India, the same designs can be developed on CAD at half the cost as labour 
is cheap. This could help them in monopolising the design process as cheaper rates of 
design development would encourage the clients to shit designing entirely to the 
exporters in Rajasthan.  
 
Thus, it is evident from our study that the motivations behind the CACD- centre project 
were driven by a conception of development specified on the basis of a need to integrate 
and adapt the carpet industry to the demands of global market. The choice of technology 
was driven by the demands of large-scale exporters. Further, preference was given to a 
civil society to carry out the developmental task of reviving the carpet industry over a 
state- centric approach. This is closer to the neo-liberal prescription of development 




guiding the current policy environment in India.  
 
5.1.2 CAD based ICT platform for reviving the carpet industry 
Once the decision of introducing CAD technology was finalised, the RCWPD 
approached a Delhi based Software Company, to provide a feasible CAD based solution 
for their designing and high production cost problem. We were informed that the 
Software Company was given a few specific inputs from these exporters. The task was 
then entirely left to the company to come up with a software solution. Manual designing 
takes a lot of time and colour shade palate is limited. Hence, experimenting with new 
designs is not very feasible, both in terms of labour cost and time. Therefore, in order to 
compete in the global market the exporters wanted the technology to provide quicker 
options of experimenting with new patterns and colour combinations. The challenge was 
also to develop a robust and efficient technological solution to minimise errors in manual 
designing. A user friendly technology interface was a must so that even an illiterate 
designer could operate the system. 
 
Given the goals and perception of technology solution of the exporters, the software 
company came up with a series of Computer Aided- Designing software products titled 
as AutoTex 2000 and another advanced version AutoTex 5.6. Apart from CAD based 
designing the, the software solution included tools for reducing the raw material wastage 
and testing the quality of raw materials used. CAD was particularly seen useful in the 
context of web marketing for reaching out to international market. With the use of CAD 
one can generate the final look of a carpet for prototype and easily mail the developed 




deign maps for feedback from the customers. Table 5.1 gives a brief description of the 
various features of the software solution developed by the company for the industry.  
 
Thus, our research suggests that the idea of reviving the Rajasthan carpet industry 
through upgradation of technology was initially floated by the concerned government 
bodies. The task of identification of the problem and prescription of the solution for the 
reviving the industry was left entirely to a handful of large-scale exporters and the 
involved software company. The CAD-based ICT platform was regarded by the project 
designers and software developers to bring about a complete transformation in the 
traditional carpet industry and was presumed to be beneficial for all the stakeholders in 
carpet industry. 
 
In the words of one of the project designers of CACD-centre and a large-scale exporter, 
J.J.: 
‘Overall benefits from the technology will revive the Rajasthan carpet industry and 
increase its global competitiveness. This would mean increase in overall export revenues 
from the industry which will ultimately create more job opportunities and improved 



















Table: 5.1 : Description of CAD based software platform developed for CACD-centre project 
Software  Features 
Auto Tex design: 
• Software to create wide range of traditional and modern design 
• Reduces time, errors and increases flexibility in designing 
• Weavers could see the virtual design on computers 
ColorNet • Supports selection and creation of colour combinations by buyers 
• Increases customer interaction 
AutoShow 
• Visualization and presentation tool for designers, manufacturers, 
and end users 
• Supports online portfolio’s  to reach international market through 
company websites 
DyeTuft • For accurate calculation of wool requirements for designs so as to 
reduce wool wastage 
AutoFlo • Catalogues the designs/products 
• Helps in management and marketing and product varsity 
Taleem 
• Provides support to generate Taleem, the weaving language 
which is used for maintaining secrecy of new designs.  
• Protects the Intellectual Property rights 
Colorways • Creates a combination of colours and giving a wide range of 
options to buyers  
Source: Bowonder, Swamy, Mastakar, 2005. 
               
                                               
5.2 The Mode of Technology Transfer and Diffusion: A common 
facility centre 
5.2.1 A common facility centre: Goals and Motivations 
The machinery and software cost of CAD system is very high and full utilisation of 
technological capacity is not possible for small-scale exporters. Since the majority of 
exporters in the Jaipur carpet cluster are small-scale entrepreneurs, therefore, to make the 
technology available to maximum number of carpet manufacturers, a common facility 
centre was proposed by the RCWPD. 
 
The Central Wool Development Board, Government of India, was approached with the 




plan of a common facility by the RCWPD. The government agreed to fund the plan under 
a new policy scheme of setting up of common facilities through corporations, NGOs, etc., 
in the crafts sector for which working capital requirement is substantial. The scheme had 
been introduced during 1997-98 (Planning Commission of India, 1999). Thus, the 
Computer Aided Designing Centre (CACD-centre) was established as an independent 
non- profit centre under RCWPD in 2000. The government provided for the fixed assets 




The immediate goal of CACD centre was to introduce the CAD designing facilities and 
other technology based quality testing and cost reduction options at lowest possible price 
to the small-scale exporters. Thus, the immediate beneficiaries of the CACD-centre are 
the small exporters who cannot afford the technology cost. For them a common facility 
centre working on non-profit basis was considered ideal for technology diffusion by the 
project designers. It was assumed that given the technology advantages, when provided at 
a low cost it would ensure diffusion of the technology. Further, it was assumed that the 
technology would help the exporters to regain global competitiveness and consequent 
increase in exports would then translate into increase in wages and job opportunities for 
the weaver community. 
 
The entire CACD- project was designed and implemented by a few large-scale exporters 
with help of a software company. The small-scale exporters, carpet designers and 
weavers- the three intended beneficiaries of the project, were not included at any level of 






5.2.2 Facilities and Services provided by the CACD- Centre 
“The CACD- Centre provides state of the art computer- aided design and testing services 
for the carpet and woollen products industry to meet emerging challenges in the 
international market. Computer aided design results in the saving of the time and quality 
improvement, therefore, saving cost in the long term.” 
                                                                                                                   (RCWPD, n.d.) 
The CACD- Centre offers three main facilities and services for the carpet industry. These 
include the latest CAD software and related hardware services for carpet designing, the 
training and skill enhancement facilities for the carpet designers in using CAD and the 
quality and quantity testing facilities for various requirements of the carpet 
manufacturing process. Appendix 1 gives a complete list of various facilities and services 
provided by the CACD- centre.  
 
Designing Facilities 
The computer aided carpet designing technique is helps in the reduction of design time, 
improvement in quality of design and cost reduction. The CAD system can be used for 
designing at two levels. Firstly, the entire designing process can be computerised, where 
right from the start the carpet designer develops a design on the computer. Secondly, the 
original design can be developed manually by the designer and then copied to the CAD 
system. This helps to minimize manual errors in design map, to edit the original design 
and to get multiple prints- outs. Design map copies can be generated through CAD within 
few hours and with minimum labour requirement. It is especially useful in the case of 
urgent orders when there is no time to copy the same design manually.  





At the time of the study, the centre did not provide the facility of overall design 
development right from the start. We found that this is because currently there is no 
demand of design development at the centre from the exporters. In the absence of 
demand the centre cannot afford to keep full time salaried traditional carpet designers for 
the purpose. According to the Senior Executive officer of the CACD- centre, 
“We [The CACD-centre] do project based hiring of the designers. There is not much 
work so we prefer to contract   based/ project based work. We do so to make sure that we 




We were informed by the officer that it is the multiple copying of a given design is the 
most popular service of the centre. This is because, conventionally, reproduction of 
designs entailed redrawing of the graph manually. With computers the same can be 
reproduced through coloured monitor and scanner and edited further by changing motifs 
and colour combinations. With the use of CAD, the process of changes in an original 
design takes less time. Also, CAD reduces the possibility of manual errors in the design 
map. The officer further mentioned that the CACD- centre has kept the prices for these 
designing services as low as manual designing so that customers are encouraged to use 
the technology. 3 
 
Training Facilities 
As far as training facilities for the designers is concerned, the centre only provided 
training only in the use of CAD software and hardware. Traditional designers who know 
the manual art beforehand are trained in the software use. The centre does not teach 
designing as such. Trainees who are not familiar with the art of carpet designing get skills 




in software operation and feed/ copy the manual designs for taking multiple copies. These 
non-traditional CAD designers can also help in creating digital library and changing 
shape, size or colours of an original design once it is fed into CAD. The CAD training is 
a scheduled course of two months (six days a week and two hours a day). It is paid course 
and costs INR 5000 (approximately US$ 118). 
 
 Testing Facilities for quality and quantity check 
For the quantity testing facilities of the wool requirements and quality testing of the 
product sample and raw material, we were informed that for past 8 years there had been 
no demand from the exporters. According to the senior executive officer of CACD-
centre, 
‘ We[the CACD- centre] do have all the software and hardware needed for these tests but 
till today we have not got a single local exporter who wants to use them. Sometimes 
students from the fashion designing institutes come for project purpose and use them. 
Since there is no demand so I do not have any regular professional employed for the 
purpose. If there is a demand tomorrow for this service then we can hire someone.’4 
 
It is interesting to note that the provision of quality testing facilities were included in the 
CACD-centre project based on the recommendation of the Textile Committee and the 
reports of the Wool Research Association.  We were informed that the recommendations 
were made keeping in mind the fact that the Indian carpets were increasingly losing their 
reputation in the international market due to use of poor quality raw materials. One of the 
reasons behind the 1996-98 slumps in the Rajasthan carpet industry pointed out by some 
exporter and the officer of CACD- centre was use of cheap azo dyes in manufacturing of 
carpets that are considered health hazardous. 
 




5.2.3 Role of project implementers 
We were informed by the senior executive officer of CACD- centre and the project 
designers from the RCWPD that the involvement of the members of RCWPD was only 
till establishing the centre. As stated before, the project designers presumed that the CAD 
technology is beneficial for all levels of stakeholders in the Rajasthan carpet industry and 
given the technology advantages, provision of CAD facilities at a low cost would 
automatically take care of the technology diffusion process. The task of running the 
centre is left entirely up to the senior executive officer of CACD- centre. The officer 
completely relies on personal interaction with individual carpet exporters to motivate 
them for using the CAD technology. We were informed that at few occasions, the centre 
tried to organise workshops for the exporters to inform and motivate them to try out the 
facilities of the centre but in the absence of any external funding it no longer organizes 
such events. 
 
5.2.4 Issue of design secrecy 
Given the importance of secrecy of designs in the carpet industry, it raises the question of 
extent of appropriateness of a common facility centre for the purpose of diffusion and 
transfer of CAD technology for designing.  The senior executive officer of CACD-centre 
informed us that the centre has a unique way of ensuring secrecy: 
‘Generally the exporters give me a call and ask for a time slot. The centre has to gives an 
assurance that at the given time no other exporter’s order would be entertained. Not just 
that, we have to assure them that no one will be allowed in the designing room except the 
exporter’s staff and the designer.’5 
 
 




5.2.5  Future plans for updating the CAD technology 
When we enquired about the plans of up grading the technology in future and fund 
availability for the same, the CACD-centre officer stated that the main focus of the centre 
is to meet the financial sustainability requirements. As long as they are being the met, the 
officer was not keen on topping up the facilities and services provided by the centre. We 
were informed that the centre is currently self- sustainable with a monthly turnover of 
0.1-.25 million (Indian Rupees) at the time of this study. The officer stressed the fact that 
it is a non profit centre it just manages to meet the sustainability requirements and cannot 
manage to spend on any service improvements on its own.  
‘Approximately, Rs. 50, 000 (approx.US$ 1,180) goes on wages and rest is spent on 
maintenance, paper, power, telephone, administration overhead expenses.’6 
 
 
5.3 Conclusion  
This chapter investigated the idea of development underlying the CACD- centre project, 
and analysed how it affected the content and technology-delivery model for the CACD- 
centre project. This helped in understanding the motivations and developmental goals the 
project sought to achieve. Further, the chapter briefly described the features of the CAD 
technology and the CACD- centre project. The next chapter will analyse the extent to 
which conception of development behind the CACD- centre project is in consonance with 
the socio-economic reality of the Rajasthan carpet industry. This will be done by 
analysing the differential impact of the technology on its various intended beneficiaries. 
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 J.J (large- scale exporter, and RCWPD member, User), interviewed, July 5, 2007, Jaipur 
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Chapter 6: New Technology and its Impacts: An Analysis 
 
In this chapter, we analyse the impact of CAD technology on the Rajasthan carpet 
industry. We identify various causative, impeding and enabling factors behind the 
differential impact of the technology on the three intended beneficiaries of CACD-centre 
project: carpet exporters, carpet designers and carpet weavers. The purpose of our 
analysis is to find out how far the socio- economic and cultural contexts influence the 
outcome of the ICT4D project. The chapter is divided into three main sections. Each 
section deals with the analysis of impact of CACD-centre project, in general, and CAD 
technology, in particular, on the three intended beneficiaries- carpet exporters, carpet 
designers and carpet weavers respectively.  
 
6.1 Carpet Exporters 
6.1.1 Distribution of Carpet Exporters: Users1 and Non users2 across the scale of 
production 
There are approximately 40 large-scale and 100 small-scale carpet exporters in Jaipur. 
Among the large-scale exporters, based on our survey, an approximate spread of users 
and non users of CAD technology and CACD- centre services was found to be 85% (34) 
and 15% (6) respectively. Interestingly, we found that though the small-scale exporters 
were the primary intended beneficiaries of the CACD-centre project, approximately only 




40 % of them (i.e. 40 out of 100 exporters) were using CAD technology and other 
services of the CACD-centre at the time of our field work.3  
6.1.2 Distribution of Carpet Exporters: Users and Non Users across Age and 
Educational Level 
Our interviewed sample indicates that there were no considerable differences in the age 
and educational qualifications between the user and non user category of the carpet 
exporters across the sample size of total of 20 carpet exporters. 
 
Table:  6.1: Distribution of Large-scale exporters: Users and Non Users of CAD technology 
across Age and education Level  
Large-scale 
exporters 






Primary Secondary Higher 
education 
User 0 3 5 2 4 2 8 
Non User 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 
Source: Fieldwork, June- July 2007 
Note: Total number of large-scale exporters interviewed = 10 
 
Table 6.2: Distribution of small-scale exporters: Users and Non Users of CAD technology across 
Age and Education level  
Small-scale 
exporters 






Primary Secondary Higher 
education 
User 0 2 2 0 2 2 4 
Non User 0 3 3 2 3 1 6 
Source: Fieldwork, June- July 2007 
Note: Total number of large-scale exporters interviewed = 10 




6.1.3 Awareness of services, usage of CACD-centre facilities among carpet exporters 
 
Table 6.3: Awareness and Usage of CACD-centre facilities by the large-scale & small-scale 





No. of Large-scale Exporters No. of Small-scale exporters 





10 10 4 0 
B 
New design 
development at a 
rapid pace 
10 0 2 0 
C Multiple graphs printouts 10 6 8 4 
D Exact calculation of 
wool usage 3 0 2 0 
E Creation of design library 5 0 3 0 
F A0 size scanning and printing 10 8 8 4 
G 
Colour Xerox 
machine for multiple 
copies 
10 6 8 4 
H Testing for quality of 
carpets/ yarns/ wool 3 0 1 0 
I 
Test for colour and 
rubbing fastness, 
moisture content/ 
regain, scouring loss 
and PH value 
2 0 0 0 
J 
Measurement of 
fineness in micron, 
WT/sqm (GSM), 
Threads/ Inch and 
shrinkage 
2 0 0 0 
K Colour recipe setting 6 4 4 3 
L Count of Yarn 2 0 0 0 
M Identification of Fibres 0 0 0 0 
N Mean Fibre Length 0 0 0 0 
O Denier by cut and 
weight method 2 0 2 0 
P Type of weave/ knitting 2 0 0 0 
    Source: Fieldwork, June-July, 2007 
    Total number of exporters interviewed= 20 





The numbers of large-scale exporters who are aware of and who used the CACD-centre 
services and facilities across the interviewed sample of large-scale exporters are indicated 
in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.1 
 
Figure 6-1: Awareness and Usage of CACD-centre services amongst large-scale exporters in %  
 
(The services are based on Table 6.3 and represented by small alphabets) 
Source: Fieldwork, June-July, 2007. 
Total number of carpet exporters interviewed= 10 
 
For the large-scale exporters, the number of exporters, for both awareness and usage of 
the CACD-centre services ranged from satisfactory to very low. Only five out of the 
noted 16 services and facilities of the CACD-centre were found to be used by them. The 
most popular services included- CAD based replication of an original manual design map 
for taking multiple printouts; editing of an original design using CAD, for example, 
editing its colour scheme, area, shape and hiring CACD-centre trained carpet designers.  





Though the awareness level of CACD-centre facilities for developing new designs was 
found to be 100% among the large-scale exporters, none of them were using this facility. 
Our research indicated that all the eight interviewed large-scale exporters (Users) had in-
house CAD designing facilities for developing new designs and used the CACD-centre 
facilities for coloured multiple printouts only. 
 
For the cost reduction and quality checks facilities such as wool requirement calculation, 
the level of awareness was found to be very low among the large-scale exporters. None of 
the interviewed large-scale exporter was using these facilities. On some occasions the 




The numbers of small-scale exporters who were aware and who used the CACD-centre 
services across the interviewed sample of large-scale exporters are indicated in Table 6.3 
and Figure 6.2. 




Figure: 6.2: Awareness and Usage of CACD-centre services amongst small-scale exporters in %  
 
(The services are based on Table 6.3 and represented by small alphabets) 
Source: Fieldwork, June-July, 2007 
Total number of carpet exporters interviewed= 10 
 
For the small scale-exporters also, the awareness and usage of the CACD-centre services 
ranged from satisfactory to very low. At the time of our research, we found that just four 
out of the noted 16 services and facilities of the CACD-centre were being used by the 
small-scale exporters. Like the large-scale exporters, the most popular services of the 
centre among them were multiple-copy printing of a design and editing an original design 
map (like changing its colour shades, area or shape) using CAD. 
 
For the facility of developing new carpet designs using CAD, which was one of the 
primary features of the technology, our findings indicates out of 10 small-scale exporters 
only 2 were aware of this facility and none had used it so far. 
 




As in the case of the large-scale exporters, the awareness levels and usage among the 
small-scale exporters about the CACD- services for cost reduction and quality check 
facilities were found to be very low. On majority of the occasions, the researcher found 
herself to be the first ever informant about these services to the exporters.  
 
6.1.4 Overall impact of the CACD- centre project 
Contrary to the technologically deterministic assumption behind the CACD-centre 
project that the technology is advantageous to all the intended beneficiaries and, given its 
potential benefits, providing the technology at a low cost would automatically ensure its 
adoption the usage of the technology was found to be low among the small-scale 
exporters. The primary goals of the CACD-centre project- to promote the use of CAD for 
development of new designs and other related softwares for cost reduction and quality 
improvement of carpets- remained largely unfulfilled. Only 40% of the small-scale 
exporters were using CACD-centre services and their use of CAD was primarily limited 
to taking multiple copies of manually developed design maps.  
 
At the time of our research, the actual beneficiaries of the CACD-centre project and the 
CAD technology were found to be the large-scale carpet exporters. Amongst them, the 
top five exporters, all of whom are members of RCWPD and were involved with the 
project design, were found to have benefited the most. We found that the large-scale 
exporters, who were fully utilizing the CAD technology for designing and had integrated 
it with web marketing, had in- house CAD designing facilities. On a regular basis, their 
use of CACD-centre was also limited to multiple photocopying of the design maps.   




However, we were informed by the senior executive officer of the CACD-centre that the 
centre proved to be very useful as a technology testing and observational ground for 
them. The officer further informed that the top exporters, who were the first to invest in 
the technology, before buying their own CAD set up came with a team of technicians and 
designers to the centre and tested the technology. Even today, majority of the exporters 
before buying their own CAD set up visit the centre to observe and test the technology as, 
 ‘They [exporters] do not want to invest blindly so it is important for them to test if the 
technology delivers what it promises.’4 
 
Some of the small-scale exporters in this context commented that they view the CACD- 
centre as a trick played by large-scale exporters to get financial support from the 
government under the veil of an NGO status for promoting their own business motives of 
testing an expensive technology. It is interesting to note that in our interviews with the 
two top large-scale exporters, who were among the first few to invest in the in-house 
CAD set up and were the project designers of CACD-centre, avoided to comment on the 
issue of use of CACD-centre as a technology testing ground for them.  
 
The perceptions about the CAD technology and the impact it generated varied across 
various categories of carpet exporters. The large-scale exporters, who were fully utilizing 
CAD for designing, expressed positive views about the technology. Reduction of errors 
in the design map, reduction of time cycle for making multiple copies of same design in 
the case of bulk orders, ease of experimenting with colours, transforming an old design 
into a new one by altering shapes and sizes were few of the advantages pointed by them. 
Also, all the eight interviewed large-scale exporter (users) interviewed for the study had 




company websites. They pointed at the benefits of CAD for online interaction with 
customers for design inputs and maintaining an online catalogue of designs. On the 
contrary, majority of the small-scale exporters did not hold positive view of the 
technology. They saw the worth of it only to the level of getting multiple copies of design 
map at less time and low cost.  
                                                                   
Since the carpet design process has nothing to do with the process of weaving directly, 
we found it very difficult to establish any relation between the usage of CAD for 
designing and increase productivity of the weavers. However, one of the leading large-
scale exporters of Rajasthan carpet industry, who had been using the CAD technology for 
seven years then, summed up the positive impact of CAD technology for their business 
very interestingly: 
‘With the use of CAD technology, in the past eight years, our production has increased 
by 20-30%. It is hard to calculate the exact relation between use of CAD and increase in 
production since it is not related to weaving process directly… however, it has helped us 
in keeping up and adjusting fast to the changing design demands of the customers. So 
whoever adjust and delivers faster in the market can have 1st entry advantage and 
therefore make more profit.’5 
 
 
From our interviews with the exporters and the senior executive officer of the CACD-
centre, we found that the poor acceptance of the cost reduction facilities among exporters 
was because the nature of weaving process is such that it is useless to calculate the exact 
amount of wool usage. It varies from weaver to weaver depending on his/ her weaving 
skills. Majority of the exporters dismissed the perception that wool wastage due to error 
in raw material calculation significantly affects the cost of production of a carpet. The 




unutilized wool is sold in the market for durries 6and mat making, the other two 
important weaving crafts in Rajasthan. 
 
6.1.5 A socio- economic analysis of the project consequences for the carpet exporters 
In our research, an analysis of socio- economic context of the various categories of carpet 
exporters helped in understanding the differential outcomes of the CACD-centre project 
in terms of the nature of CAD technology usage, its scope of adoption and impact.  
 
Economic Factors 
In the conception of the CACD-centre project, the impact of CAD technology was 
presumed to be unidirectional and deterministic, and the variations across various 
categories of exporters were not acknowledged. A notable finding of this research was 
the difference in the business profiles of these carpet exporters corresponding to their 
scale of production (See Table 6.4). In our analysis, difference in business profile- extent 
of involvement in design process, investment capabilities and business goals- were found 









Table 6.4: Public Profile of Rajasthan Carpet Exporters, Based on Annual Turnover (n= 140 











Level of designing intervention 
Top most Large 
scale- exporters 





Customer gives initial idea, 
designing developed in- house 


















houses in India 
  Customer gives initial idea,  
   designing developed 
   in-house 
Type 
B 
Same as above    Get developed and patented 
    designs from 
     the buyer 
Type 
C 
Same as above Get developed and patented     
designs from the buyer, some in- 
house design development 
Source: Fieldwork, June- July2007 
 
Extent of involvement in design process 
For all the interviewed large-scale exporters who were using CAD technology to its 
fullest scope, their extent of involvement in the design process was found to be very high. 
The customer only gives an initial idea of the design. The exporter then discusses it with 
his carpet designers who come up with the final design.  
 
For the small-scale exporters, the extent of involvement in design process was found to 
be an important factor of differentiation in their business profile (see Table 6.4). Some of 
them, like the large-scale exporters, had high level of involvement in the designing 
process. We found that the small-scale exporters who were making some use of the 
CAD-technology for designing belonged to this category. There were a significant 




number of small-scale exporters who took orders based on patented designs given by the 
buyer. In this case, the limited scope of involvement in the design process made the CAD 
technology useless for them.  
 
 Investment capabilities 
The carpet industry is solely export oriented and, as a result, is vulnerable to fluctuations 
in the international market and global economy. Being part of the unorganised sector, the 
carpet exporters receive very limited support from the Indian government. Therefore, the 
majority of the small-scale exporters deliver against fixed orders from the buyers and do 
not maintain any stock. Their capital investment capacity is very low. In contrast, the 
large-scale exporters, by virtue of their capital stock and investment capacity, are less 
vulnerable to changes in the market. This was found to be an important deciding factor in 
the adoption of CAD technology and scope of its usage for the exporters. 
 
As mentioned before, one of the most important features of carpet designing is the 
secrecy of designs and colour schemes. Therefore, none of the exporters was willing to 
use the CACD-centre facilities for developing the designs as they did not trust a 
common- facility centre for this purpose. All the large-scale exporters who were using 
CAD technology to its fullest scope were found to have invested in the in- house CAD- 
setup. In contrast, the small-scale exporters could neither afford nor were they willing to 
make risky, large investments. A single carpet takes around six to eight months to finally 
reach the market. Considering that their capacity for capital investment was very limited, 
they found it hard to take risks with new designing techniques. These issues were 




strongly highlighted by small-scale exporters in their interview: 
‘For a small-scale exporter, CAD is very expensive. The trial cost of a computer designed 
carpet is very high i.e. six to eight months of time, labour and raw material. So why 
should I take risk, especially when there is no dearth of carpet designers. The 
handknotted product is not commercial in nature and the market is not stable…so I see no 
incentive to try out CAD.’7 
                                                                 
             
‘CAD centre is not very useful and popular due to secrecy issues in carpet designing. 
Instead of setting up a CAD centre it would have been more useful had the government 
provided easy interest loan scheme to the exporters to set up their own CAD systems. 
Then we could have also thought of trying out this new technology.’8 
 
 
                                                                     
Business goals and motivations  
Our research showed that the motivations of large-scale exporters behind adoption of 
CAD technology were in-sync with their current business goals. Form our research 
findings we delineated two interrelated business goals common across the large-scale 
carpet exporters. 
1. Aim to increase the scale and variety of production, and to expand production to 
fine to middle range hand knotted, tufted and contemporary designs. 
 
 
2. Expand the market reach in terms of reaching more countries and a larger cross 
section of consumer population, particularly middle class. 
 
The Rajasthan carpet industry has always been known for its high ended handknotted 
carpets. However, globalization has recently opened for the Indian carpet industry, a vast 
market for middle range varieties of carpets across the world. The Carpet Export 
Promotion Council of India (CEPC) stresses the direction of potentials for Indian carpet 
industry, ‘In USA, which is one of the biggest carpet export markets for India, the 
administration there recently granted waiver to hand hooked and hand tufted carpets from 




India considering affordable product for all Americans virtually at all income levels’ 
(Carpet Export Promotion Council, 2007). The above stated business goals of large-scale 
exporters in Rajasthan are interesting in this context as they are trying to increase their 
range and reach of products. The need for technology up-gradation in designing to adapt 
and integrate to the international market demands and opportunities then becomes 
significant. 
 
In contrast, we found that the business goals of majority of the small-scale exporters were 
very limited. For them a designing technology like CAD had no place in a handicraft 
industry like handknotted carpets where the product is valued for its manual labour and 
the production is not on a mass scale. Majority of them only dealt in fine handknotted 
variety of carpets based on traditional designs and on age old patterns. According to 
them, there was no dearth of traditional carpet designers in the market so they find the 
use of technology for designing unwarranted. It is interesting to note the argument of one 
of the small-scale exporters in the context of the argument that handknotted product is not 
a commercial item,  
‘I have two other business; that of leather footwear and cotton textiles where I am using 
computers for designing. But for carpets it is inappropriate because we are not dealing 
with the production of similar looking thousands of units simultaneously so why should I 
invest in technology so much.’9 
 
 
Also, given the instability of the export market and their limited investment capabilities, 
majority of them were found to be interested in dealing with their regular buyers and 
deliver against fixed orders. This factor was found to limit their interest in internet based 




web marketing. It was interesting to note that majority of them were found to be using a 
cluster of cheaper alternative new media technologies to communicate with their clients. 
For example, one of the exporters pointed out that for getting an approval of a design 
map, instead of hosting it on the internet using CAD, they made use of digital cameras 
and email or fax a high resolution photograph of the design map to their client.  
 
Socio- Cultural Factors 
Impact of age and education level  
Majority of the project designers, project implementers and exporters who are 
exhaustively using the CAD technology pointed to two main reasons for the lower level 
of usage of CACD-centre facilities and CAD technology by the small-scale exporters- old 
age and low level of education: 
‘Most of the carpet exporters belong to old generation. They were comfortable with the 
way they have been working for the past 30 -40 years and are resistant to change.’10 
                                                                               
 
In our research, contrary to the above perception, the association between the indicators- 
age, education level and CAD technology adoption remained inconclusive. We found that 
in the case of carpet exporters (users), it was the older generation who had taken the 
initiative to introduce the CAD technology. In the words of Neha, daughter of a leading 
large-scale exporter, 
‘It was my father who was 64 years old when he decided to introduce the CAD 
technology in our company. I joined the business, 3 years back. All the credit of taking 
the risk with the technology and believing in it goes to my father. I am lucky that I got to 
study fine arts from abroad, observe the business and apply my skills to make good use of 
the technology today. My father laid the foundation and we are just building on it.’ 11 
                                                                                                                                                                                               





In the case of the non-user category of exporters, based on our sample size of 8 exporters, 
6 had been joined by second generation. But they were still not using the technology at 
the time of our field work.  
 
At the same time, our research findings confirmed the argument that the old tend to feel 
at ease with traditional ways of working and this was one of the barriers to technology 
adoption process. 6 out of 8 respondents from the non- user category of carpet exporters 
reflected the opinion that they trust the old ways of doing carpet business and are too 
comfortable with to it to change. In the words of few of these exporters,  
 ‘I have spent more than 40 years of my life in this business. I do not want any change at 




 ‘My experience in the carpet industry is of 32 years. I  don’t need a computer to tell me 
what design will work and what won’t  or how much raw material  I require. It is the 
experience and practical reality that counts in this business.’13 
 
 
Also, the Rajasthan carpet industry in its current state is very hierarchical. Majority of the 
small- scale carpet exporters (both users and non users) in their interviews expressed 
reservations about working with carpet designers who are experienced in the CAD 
technology. They view it as a threat to the existing power structure. One of the exporters, 
Ram Sharan, best described the issue when he said, 
‘It is hard to negotiate and work with computer trained designers. I have seen, after 
learning this rich people’s technology, they act too smart and pricey. Now I can tell them 
exactly what I want for my designs, but once they learn computers, they think they have 
become smarter than us and try to do what they like because they think we don’t 
understand the technology.’14 





It is clear from the above discussion that no direct correlation was found between age and 
education level and, acceptance of CAD technology. Factors like individual risk taking 
ability and nature of business emerged as more crucial in affecting the technology 
adoption process.  
 
A particular conception of development influences the choice of technology and its usage 
pattern (Prakash & De, 2007). In the case of CACD- centre project, the idea of 
development and reviving the industry were driven by the business goals and motivations 
that suited the large-scale exporters. Thus as far as the category of exporters is concerned, 
it was the large-scale exporters who benefited the most from the technology. The impact 
of CAD technology and the project was found to be very limited among small-scale 
exporters despite the fact that they were the primary intended beneficiaries of the project.  
In the prescription of technological solution, the contextual variations across various 
categories of the carpet exporters were not taken into consideration, consequently, 
overestimating the impact of technology.  
 
6.2 Carpet Designers 
6.2.1  Distribution of Carpet designers: Users and Non Users of the CAD Technology 
20 carpet designers were interviewed for the purpose of our research (See Table 6.5 & 
6.6). Given the limitations of this study, it was very difficult to calculate the exact 
number of users and non users of CAD among traditional carpet designers. As per our 
research findings, out of a total of 1000 carpet designers in the Rajasthan carpet industry, 




currently there are approximately 150-200 CAD trained designers in Jaipur. At the time 
of this research, the senior executive officer of CACD-centre informed that 
approximately 100 traditional designers had taken training from the centre so far. Apart 
from those trained at the centre, some of the designers working in the major carpet export 
companies had received in- house training.  
 
6.2.2 Distribution across age and educational level 
As in the case of small-scale exporters, we found that majority of the project designers 
and project implementers, pointed to old age and lower level of education as two main 
reasons behind the lower level of CAD technology adoption among carpet designers. The 
CACD-centre officer pointed, 
‘You can check from our records…in the past 8 years of this centre’s history, out of 
approximately 100 CAD trained traditional designers, none is above 40. These carpet 
designers are uneducated and majority of them working today are old, say above 50 or so. 




We found that the majority of the traditional carpet designers belonged to the lower 
middle class and had low levels of education. It is interesting to note in our sample of 10 
designers using CAD technology (users), 9 belonged to the age group of 18- 35. Also, 
there were no illiterates in the user group and 60% of the user group had attained 
education above the primary level whereas. Among the non user group, 6 (out of 10) 
were above the age of 35 and 4 were illiterates. 
 
 




Table 6.5: Social profile of Carpet designers (Users)   
Type of Designer Age Education Number  
interviewe
d 
18-30 30-35 Above 
35 




at CACD- centre) 
 
2 2 0 2 2 0 4 
Traditional 
Designer (trained 
at export house) 
 
1 2 1 2 2 0 4 
Non traditional 
CAD designer 
2 0 0 0 1 1 2 
Source: Fieldwork, June- July2007 
 
Table 6.6: Social profile of Carpet designers (Non users) 
Type of Designer 
                    Age                  Education Number  
interviewe
d 








3 1 6 4 5 1 10 
Source: Fieldwork, June- July2007 
 
6.2.3 Awareness of services and usage of CACD-Centre facilities 
At the time of this study, the only service formally available to the carpet designers at the 
CACD-centre was training in using the CAD software for designing. The centre did not 
provide training in the art of carpet designing as such. It is interesting to note that out of 
the sample of 10 traditional designers not trained in CAD (non users), 7 had just heard 
about the CAD technology and had never seen a CAD set up so far. 
 




We found that the CACD-centre also informally served as an employment agency for the 
CAD trained designers. The interviewed designers and the senior executive officer of the 
centre explained that the exporters using in- house CAD facilities for designing informed 
the centre about the job vacancy and the centre passed on the information to their 
designers. The interviewed designers appreciated the efforts of the centre in informing 
them about job openings. No fee was charged by the centre in lieu of this service. 
 
6.2.4 Overall Impact of the CACD-centre Project on Carpet Designers 
Despite the fact that, among the various stakeholders, the traditional carpet designers 
were likely to be the most immediately affected by the use of CAD technology, they were 
not the primary intended beneficiaries in the conception and designing of the CACD-
centre project. Our interviews with the project designers revealed that no specific benefits 
were intended for the carpet designers in the initial project design. At the early stage of 
the project, non-traditional designers were using computer tools for designing purposes, 
where they would copy a manually created design on CAD software or would just 
experiment with creating simple non- traditional designs. But soon it was realized that the 
inputs of traditional designers was indispensable for the successful use of the CAD 
technology for the Rajasthan carpet industry as it was primarily dominated by traditional 
design patterns. Consequently, for the skill enhancement and training of the traditional 
designers the centre included a training program in CAD software (Bownder, Swamy, 
Mastakar, 2005).  
 
In the designing of the CACD- project, it was presumed by the project designers that as 




and when the Rajasthan carpet industry would shift to CAD based designing, the demand 
for CAD-trained designers would increase. Then, based on the law of market demand and 
supply, the carpet designers would eventually be forced to learn designing using the CAD 
software.  Also, based on the neo- liberal conception, it was expected that the carpet 
designers, who work just as an employee or contract worker for the exporters, would 
eventually get a share in the economic benefits from the positive changes that the 
adoption of CAD would bring for the industry through a trickle-down effect.16   
 
Contrary to these assumptions our research findings clearly suggests that the rate of 
adoption of CAD technology by the traditional carpet designers has been very slow and 
manual designing still remains popular in the Rajasthan carpet industry. As mentioned 
before, out of approximately 1000 carpet designers in Jaipur, only 150-200 are trained in 
CAD so far. From interviews with the CAD trained traditional designers and exporters 
using in- house CAD facilities, we gathered that there has been no substantial change in 
the income for these designers. In fact, the per month income of 3 out of 8 CAD trained 
traditional designers (User) from our interviewed sample was less than their earnings 
during contract jobs. According to Imran, 
‘When we use to work manually on contract basis our wages were higher as the manual 
designing is harder and more time consuming. With CAD, designing has become easier, 
and also as we are on a fixed salary with provident fund and income tax deductions etc 
the net in- hand salary is lower.’17 
 
Despite a disappointing rate of CAD technology adoption among carpet designers, we 
noted that the introduction of CAD technology had two positive unintended intended 
consequences for the carpet designers- shift from contract work to salaried work and skill 






Change from contract labour to salaried jobs 
From our interviews with the large-scale exporters who had invested in the in-house 
CAD facilities, we gathered that before the introduction of CAD, all of them had 90% of 
their designers working on a contract basis. However, after the introduction of CAD, they 
now employed 100% to 60% of the carpet designers on salary basis, depending upon the 
extent to which the company has shifted to CAD based designing. One of the reasons 
given by the exporters for a shift to salary jobs was because now that designing is done 
on computers, the designers need to work on the CAD setup within the premises of 
export house. Since the designers could no longer take work home it was becoming 
difficult to manage the work hours and wage payment rates. Therefore, salaried jobs were 
introduced. 
 
Majority of the CAD trained traditional designers informed us that they prefer working 
with CAD on salary basis than manual working on contract basis. In the words of 
Asharaf, 
‘Work environment today is satisfying and peaceful. I feel, in salaried job we are treated 
with more respect as we become part of the company. The employer takes better care. 
Like if I am sick and not able to turn up the designs on time the these exporters use to 
make a lot of fuss, but if I am ill now at least I can officially take leave I am entitled to.’ 
18
 
                                                                                      
 
Skill Enhancement  
Majority of the designers using CAD informed us that they were satisfied to learn CAD 




as it gave them an additional skill and consequently increased their job opportunities. 
Since carpet industry fluctuates frequently, even after shift to salaried jobs, there is no 
absolute job security for the carpet designers. We were informed that whenever there is a 
slump in the market, designers are the first to be rolled out from company registers. 
Given this context, the majority of the designers (both users and non users) believed that 
an additional computer skill expands their job opportunities to other creative field like 
textile designing etc. In the words of Imtiaaz, 
‘Rajasthan is a centre of handicrafts. If you are creative you will never go out of job in 
the handicrafts sector provided you are multi-skilled to adapt your creative talent to 
different kinds of crafts and changing times. ’19 
 
 
Apart from technical skill enhancement, some traditional designer (users) pointed that 
working with computer has increased their self-confidence. Asharaf comments, 
‘Even though I am not very educated, I work with a technology of educated around the 
world. I sit in an air- conditioned room, work on computer and no more need to spoil my 
hands and clothes with cheap colours and I have an additional modern skill. I am no less 
than a computer engineer.’ 20 
                                                                                                    
 
Positive perception of CAD technology among users 
In our interviews, majority of the CAD trained designers had a very positive perception 
of the CAD technology. They informed us that once a designer was accustomed to using 
CAD, the process of designing becomes really fast and easy. Unlike the opinion of some 
small-scale exporters (non-users) who commented that the CAD technology is unsuitable 
for intricate design patterns and compromises the creativity of the designer, traditional 
designer Farhaan says, 
 ‘Now that I have mastered the CAD commands, I can draw even an intricate design as 
beautifully as I use to draw on paper. Of course, painting from hand is altogether a 




different experience, it is an art. But then as far as quality and ease is concerned, CAD 
has great potentials for carpet designing.’21 
 
 
However, despite the above stated positive impact of the CAD technology for CAD- 
trained carpet designers, majority of the designers in the Rajasthan carpet industry 
remained untouched by the CACD- centre project. In the next section we analyse the 
socio-economic factor influencing the differential impact of CAD technology on the 
carpet designers. 
 
6.2.5 A socio- economic analysis of the project consequences for carpet designers  
External Motivations to learn CAD technology 
The CACD- centre does not hold any workshop or programmes to encourage and 
motivate the designers to learn CAD. In our interviewed sample, majority of the carpet 
designers (non users) had just heard about the new technology. Majority had not seen a 
CAD setup personally.  
 
The CAD training course for the designers remains a self-paid course with a cost of 
INR22 5000, which is a substantial amount for a carpet designer who belongs to lower 
middle class economic strata. Since majority of the carpet exporters in the Rajasthan 
carpet industry are still not using CAD, there is no dearth of work for the traditional 
carpet designers currently. Given that their manual designing skills are still in high 
demand, majority of the traditional designers (non user) pointed to high fee of the course 
as one of the reasons why they did not want to learn the new technology. In the words of 




Ali, one of the interviewed traditional designer (non user) 
 ‘I earn my living by working round the clock. Contract work does not leave you with 
time to spend on fancy trainings. I have to feed five mouths and I do not have time or 
money to spend on learning a new technology, which god knows is even useful?’23 
                                                                                                   
 
In contrast, majority of the designers who had received training in CAD at the employer 
company informed that they were motivated to learn CAD as it was offered as a  a free 
opportunity to enhance their skills by the exporter. The company had assured them a 
salaried job once they learn the technology. During the entire training period they were 
given regular wages. As Imran says, 
Why would we then resist? We had nothing to lose in learning the new technology I 
guess!24 
 
Age and Education level 
As noted before, the project designers and project implementers pointed to old age and 
lower level of education as reason behind low technology adoption rate among carpet 
designers. They believed that there would be an initial resistance from traditional 
designers but as the market will switch to CAD the designers would all eventually have 
to learn CAD. However, it is interesting to note that the exporters, who gave in- house 
training to their designers in CAD, informed us that they did not face any resistance from 
their designers in switching to CAD. According to Nikhil,25 
 ‘Contrary to the belief that these carpet designers have lower educational level and fear 
learning new technology, when we informed them that we would be introducing a new 
technology for designing, they showed lot of enthusiasm for learning it.’ 
                                                                                      




This was confirmed from our interviews with designers who received in- house training 
in CAD in these companies. One of these designers, Imtiaaz commented, 
 ‘We are not much educated and do not have money to learn computer on our own. But if 
we get economic support and assurance of job security from outside, like our employer, I 
am sure many more would want to experiment with this new technology.’26 
                                                                                             
 
Also, in our interviews with the CAD trained designers, we were that initially it was not 
easy for them to learn the new technology because they were used to working manually 
for years.  They also pointed to their initial hesitation for using computers as they were 
not much educated and regarded it as a technology of the rich and educated class. But 
once accustomed, they did not find the computer interface complicated. In the words of 
Farhaan, 
‘Given the fact that most of the commands are pictorially represented, even with basic 
knowledge of English alphabets, one can master the technology.’27 
 
 
The CACD- centre officer informed that till date no illiterate designer had learned CAD 
at the centre. In our interviews with carpet designers, illiteracy was emphasized upon as 
an important factor why the non-user traditional designers hesitate to learn the new 
technology. In the words of Bashir, 
‘I only know the language of colour and strokes. A machine of educated people has no 
use for me.’28 
 
The factor of lower economic status and illiteracy combined with absence of external 
support to learn CAD came across as an important hurdle to technology acceptance 
traditional carpet designers. In this context an argument was put forward by a young, 





“Though I don’t know how to read and write but I can memorize words and letters by 
their appearance. But that will take a lot of practice. If the CAD machine is as easy for an 
illiterate as the centre people claim then will they give us more time to practice for the 
same cost they charge? Even these big export houses who teach CAD, do you think they 
will waste time and money on an illiterate to learn technology at the pace we can 
learn?”29 
                                                                                                             
 
Thus, for the majority of the carpet designers, the impact of the CACD- project and the 
CAD technology was insignificant. Unless in the conception and design of a 
developmental project, the socio-economic concerns of the weaker sections are not 
consciously incorporated, the fair distribution of developmental benefits top down is 
difficult to achieve due to overarching socio- economic barriers in the developing 
countries. 
 
6.3 Carpet Weavers 
6.3.1  Extent of Usage of CAD Technology 
In a recent project study conducted under the guidelines of the Planning Commission of 
India for evaluating innovative ICT platforms which delivered benefits to the rural poor 
and helped in reducing their level of poverty, the CACD-centre project has been 
identified as a successful case: 
“ICT platform [CAD] was used to help the weavers for increasing designs and their 
knowledge base. This platform has successfully revived the traditional craft of carpet 
weaving and improved the competitiveness.” 
                                                                          (Planning Commission of India, 2005, p. 9) 
 




 Interestingly, the process of carpet weaving in the Rajasthan carpet industry is such that 
the weavers have no involvement in the designing of the carpets. The designing in carpet 
industry, as mentioned in chapter 4, is controlled either by the exporter or the customer. 
Carpet designers are a separate category of stakeholders in the industry who create 
designs based on the instructions of the exporters, working for them either on contract 
basis or on salary basis. Consequently, we found it difficult to establish any relation 
between the introduction of CAD and labour productivity and knowledge base of the 
carpet weavers as such. Majority of the weavers who were interviewed for the research 
had never even heard of the CAD technology. The following excerpt from a weaver in 
Tonk sums up the situations well, 
‘Instead of hand painted we sometimes get printed design maps these days. But that is all 
I know. I don’t see any difference in the two. For me it takes the same time and energy to 
weave a carpet.’30 
 
 
                                                                                                      
6.3.2 The socio- economic analysis of the project consequences for the carpet 
weavers 
One of the important developmental goals behind the CACD-centre project was to 
increase job opportunities and income levels for the carpet weavers. The weavers were 
the section of intended beneficiaries of the CACD-centre project who were worst hit by 
the market slump of 1996-98. In the present system of unorganised production and 
labour, the weavers have very little bargaining power in terms of wages and job security. 
During 1995, the slump in the market was accompanied by a cut in their wages as well as 
employment opportunities. Designers of the project assumed that the adoption of CAD 
technology by the exporters would help in the overall growth of the export market for the 




Rajasthan carpet industry. Consequently, increase in export market and revenues would 
create additional employment opportunities and increase income of skilled labour, i.e. 
carpet weavers through a trickle-down effect.  
 
As suggested by our findings before, the use of CAD software had important benefits at 
the level of large-scale carpet exporters who were able to enhance their product variety, 
reduce the design development cycle time and enhance the design interactivity at the 
level of customers. Summing up the impact of CAD on the carpet industry, particularly, 
the weavers, manufacturer Shiv says, 
‘Level at which the technology is being used, it is giving profit, i.e. for the exporters. For 
weavers, it has no meaning. In the last 10 years there has been no substantial change in 
the weavers wages, almost the entire labour population is uneducated….and 70-80% of 
them suffer from tuberculosis and other respiratory diseases.’31 
                                                                                
 
We found that the wage structure of carpet weavers had not changed in the past 10 years. 
Also, whenever there was an increase in production demand, the weavers would get to 
earn more, not by the virtue of increase in wages but rather by working for two shifts in a 
day. The wages of the weavers varied according to the experience of a weaver, gender, 
age and type of carpet in terms of knottages per square feet. In Garh and Barunda we 
found that for the first 6 months of the training period, the weavers got Rs. 10 – Rs. 20 
per day (US$ 0.25- 0.50). In both the villages, an experienced weaver earned on an 
average between US$ 35- US$ 42 per month.  In Tonk, the wage rate was found to be a 
bit higher, between US$ 47-US$ 59. We found that this was because carpet weaving has 
been a very old profession in the Tonk area and the weaver community, by virtue of their 




experience in the craft, has stronger community ties and hence greater bargaining power 
vis-à-vis the contractors.  
 
Presence of Intermediaries 
Our study suggests that one of the features of the Rajasthan carpet industry which is most 
detrimental to the interest of carpet weavers is the presence of multiple layers of 
intermediaries who partake a major share of the weavers’ profit. Although the weavers 
are not legally bound to the contractors or sub contractors, the latter group wield great 
power over the weavers by virtue of being well established in the business and 
economically stronger.  From our field work we found that majority of the weavers were 
indebted to the contractors. Given the fact that the weavers are mostly uneducated and 
have very few fixed assets, they either do not qualify for bank loan conditions or want to 
evade all the paper work and legal complications which are beyond their understanding. 
In such a situation, taking loan from the contractors is more convenient for them. Also, 
informal loans from contractors were more flexible in terms of repayment. In most cases, 
loan was taken as an advance wage which ensures that a weaver keeps working for the 
contractor till he/ she does not pay off the loan. In general the interest rate was found to 
be 2% per month. 
 
During our study we found that given the existing system of bank loans, it is impossible 
for weavers to take loan for purchasing a loom on their own. Given their economic status, 
the weavers did not have enough fixed assets to mortgage for a bank loan. Also, being 
illiterate, they found it hard to deal with the banking system. In such a case, it was the 




subcontractors and contractors who, by virtue of their economic status, were able to take 
advantage of the bank schemes. In the Garh village, we found that one of the weaver 
families which managed to get the loan had set up three weaving looms in their home 
under the District Poverty Initiative Project32. However, the head of the family informed 
us that the looms had been lying unused for 6 months as they were not able to afford the 
raw materials. Also, we found that since the entire industry runs on trust basis, the 
exporters did not trust the weavers directly with their orders. As explained by one of the 
exporters,  
‘These weavers are poor and illiterate with no sense of business. Tomorrow if their 
harvest gets spoiled they might go on and sell the raw materials we issue them to escape 
hunger. Also, who will make sure they are not wasting raw material and stretching work 
unnecessarily. I can’t run around every weaver.’ 33 
 
 
In the absence of direct orders from the exporters, the options of selling the carpets 
directly to the market are very limited for these weavers. We found that every month a 
local market for carpets is organised near the district of Dausa. But the interviewed 
weavers from the district informed us that since there were no fixed market regulations, it 
was often hard to get a fair price for their labour and time in such local markets. Also, in 
case the demand for carpets went down, then they are left with no option but to sell their 
products at a loss as they do not have holding capacity. 
 
By virtue of being uneducated and socio- economically disadvantaged, the weavers’ 
bargaining power was found to be very limited vis-à-vis the contractors and exporters. In 
Tonk, weavers had a registered union in their area. The contractors and manufacturers in 




Tonk district informed us that some 30 years back, there were three weavers union, but 
there was substantial erosion in their influence once the contract system was introduced. 
Shiv34 summarised the current situation of weavers union in Tonk in relation to a 
weaver’s agitation that took place in the area in 2004: 
‘In these 30 years after the introduction of contract system there has been just one case of 
agitation by the weavers in Tonk. In 2004 an agitation by the weavers broke demanding 
wage increase. But corruption rules… we bought the loyalties of their union leaders and 
suppressed the agitation within few days. We do not let the weavers’ demands reach 
directly to the exporters...These weavers are illiterate and fear directly dealing with the 
government or the exporter in the city.’ 
 
 
Today, one can gauge the viability of weaving as a sustainable livelihood option for the 
weavers in the current context of Rajasthan carpet industry by the fact that one of the 
challenges faced by the industry today is the dearth of weavers. In our interviews with 
weavers and exporters we gathered that the new generation of weavers was increasingly 
giving up carpet weaving. The weavers informed that the wages were too low and the 
gestation period of carpet weaving was too long. Our findings suggest that at least one 
adult male member from the majority of the weaver families in Garh and Barunda, were 
working in the nearby town or the city of Jaipur taking up casual jobs.  
 
Thus our study did not find any significant influence of the CACD- centre project on the 
socio-economic conditions of the carpet weavers in the rural areas of our fieldwork. 
Based on our understanding of interlinkages between technology and development 
before, we argue that this is because of the limited conception of development behind the 
CACD- centre project which was not in consonance with existing socio- economic 
realities of the carpet industry. It is evident from our findings that that given the existing 




production process and a disadvantaged socio- economic status of the weavers, a 
technology based developmental solution aiming at an increase in revenues at the top 
cannot automatically ensure a just distribution of benefits, especially to the level of poor, 
through a trickledown effect.  
 
6.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has provided an in-depth analysis of overall consequences and 
appropriateness of the CAD technology and CACD-centre project for the Rajasthan 
carpet industry, in general, and the three categories of the project’s intended 
beneficiaries- carpet exporters, carpet designers and weavers, in particular. The findings 
in this chapter are premised upon the unique socio- economic context of the Rajasthan 
carpet industry. The next chapter will conclude the study by reiterating the findings and 
suggesting other areas of possible research. 
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Chapter 7:  Conclusion 
 
Amidst growing scepticism on the success of ICT4D initiatives in the context of 
developing countries, ICTD has immerged as a multidisciplinary discourse to challenge 
the techno-utopian assumptions underlying majority of the ICT4D projects premised on 
an understanding of a unidirectional relation between technology and development. In 
this context, our research and its concerns are timely as we try to understand the impact 
of an ICT based technological upgradation initiative in the rural landscape of India as a 
socio- technical process by considering historical as well as political- economic 
dimensions of the technology transfer and diffusions. It is sought to contribute to the 
important ongoing debate among practitioners and researchers on the prospects, 
possibilities and constraints leveraging ICTs for developmental purpose in the rural 
context of the developing countries. 
 
Recently, some scholars have emphasised upon a need for a conceptual approach to study 
information and communication technologies in developing countries. Central to the 
conception of ICT4D projects is using technology in a way so as to solve developmental 
problems. The issues that qualify as problems in a given time and in a given place, 
however, depend on what is considered progress or development (Prakash and De, 2007). 
Therefore, in analysing and evaluating an ICT4D initiative, a number of recent studies 
point towards the need to understand the meaning of “development” to which ICTs aim 





2003, Prakash & De, 2007). “Technology design is not independent of the conceptions of 
development that it seeks to advance.” (Prakash & De, 2007) 
 
This study was undertaken to further contribute to the understanding of importance of the 
development context in ICT4D projects. It sought to evaluate and analyse an ICT4D 
project by investigating the interlinkages between the technology, conception of 
development influencing content and design of ICT4D project and the socio- economic 
context of their implementation. We looked for empirical evidence for the argument in a 
project which introduced an ICT platform for regaining global competitiveness in the 
handicraft sector of India- the Computer Aided Designing Centre (CACD) project of the 
Rajasthan Carpet industry.  A set of questions which encompassed these various related 
issues were formulated to aid this research. 
 
One of the main concerns of our research was to understand how the notions of 
development underlying ICT based developmental projects in India tend to influence the 
technology delivery models. Further, it was important to understand how these 
conceptions of development are in tandem with the larger socio-economic milieu of on 
the implementation context. In our case study of CACD-centre project we tried to explore 
these issues. We further attempted to probe into the various causative, impeding and 
enabling factors behind differential impact of CACD- centre project on three intended 






7.1 Summary of findings 
7.1.1 Project features: design process, content and delivery model 
Our study suggests that the conception of development behind the CACD- centre project 
has to be understood against the backdrop of general policy environment in India. With 
the onset of economic liberalisation, from 1990s, the government policies in India in the 
handicrafts sector came to be geared towards integrating the crafts sector to the global 
economy. The basic solution for the developmental problems in the handicrafts sector 
have come to focus on adaption of craftsmen skills and products to meet new global 
market requirements and improvement in the global market access and supply.  The 
Computer Aided Design Centre (CACD- centre) project of the Rajasthan carpet industry, 
launched in 2000, is one such technology- based developmental initiative.  
 
Our research findings suggest that the project was biased towards the supply side of the 
technology. In the face of 1996-98 slump in the Rajasthan carpet industry, the idea of 
reviving the industry through technology upgradation was initially floated by the 
concerned government bodies. The task of identification of the problem and prescription 
of the solution for the Rajasthan carpet industry was left entirely to a handful of large-
scale exporters who identified inadaptability of the industry to global market demands 
due to technological backwardness, as the central problem. Consequently, the CAD-
based technological solution was proposed by these large-scale exporters as a necessary 
solution to regain competitiveness in the global export market. Developmental 
conception behind the technology introduction aimed at increasing the overall export 






In the case of CACD- centre project, we found that the government was keen on carrying 
out the developmental initiative through a non-government agency. In India, until the 
beginning of economic reforms in the 1990s, state intervention in industrial growth, 
notably growth of small-scale industries, was very high. With the bank nationalization in 
1969, scheduled commercial banks were required to allocate a share of their deposits to 
priority sectors, including agriculture and small-scale industries. But these policies have 
changed over the years of reforms. The state has been gradually been withdrawing from 
investments and policy interventions in the small-scale sector (NCEUS, 2007; Thomas, 
2008). The promotion of NGOs, public private partnership, especially the in 
developmental sector, in the states like Rajasthan, is part of this policy change. 
 
Behind the CACD- project there was a technologically deterministic assumption. The 
project designers and the software developer involved in the project were of the view that 
the CAD-based ICT platform would bring about a complete transformation in the 
traditional carpet industry. The benefits of the new technology were presumed to 
ultimately reach down to all levels of intended beneficiaries, including carpet exporters, 
carpet manufacturers, carpet designers, as well as carpet weavers through a trickledown 
effect. Despite the fact that designing is the most secretive part of carpet manufacturing, a 
common-facility centre was considered ideal for technology among small-scale exporters 
by the project designers. It was assumed that given the technology advantages, its 
provision at a low cost would ensure diffusion of the technology. The proposal for 





policy scheme of setting up of common facilities through public private partnerships, 
NGOs, etc., in the crafts sector for which working capital requirement is substantial. The 
scheme had been introduced during 1997-98 (Planning Commission of India, 1999).  
 
Interestingly, the small-scale exporters and the carpet designers who would be affected 
directly by this CACD-centre project were not consulted at any stage of its conception 
designing or implementation. We found that the issue of their exclusion from the design 
process of the project was not a matter of choice rather prevailing unequal power 
structures. Thus in the case of CACD project, the policy makers were influenced by the 
interest of bug business, and large scale exporters. These elite large-scale exporters, by 
virtue of their socio- economic status, were able to acquire a civil society label to avail 
financial help from the government for their developmental objectives. 
 
7.1.2 Impact of the new technology: A socio- economic analysis 
Carpet Exporters 
Our second and third research questions are concerned with identifying various causative, 
impeding and enabling factors behind the differential impact of the technology on the 
three intended beneficiaries of CACD project: carpet exporters, carpet designers and 
carpet weavers. The purpose of our analysis was to find out how far the socio- economic 
and cultural contexts influence the outcome of the ICT4D project. 
 
It is interesting to note that in terms of a simple cost- benefit analysis, the senior 





success as the centre was able to self- sustain and meet the reoccurring cost at the time of 
the research. However, our study did not find any significant impact of the CAD 
technology on the small carpet exporters and weavers, who were the primary intended 
beneficiaries of the project. Majority of carpet designers, another category of intended 
beneficiaries, also remained unaffected by the project.  
 
Only 40% of the small scale exporters were found to be using the CACD-centre facilities 
and their usage of CAD technology was limited only to urgent multiple copies of design 
maps. None of them was found to be using CAD technology for developing new designs, 
the main feature of CAD technology which was presumed to facilitate the industry to 
change designs rapidly according to market demands and increase customer acceptance. 
At the time of this research the actual beneficiaries of the CACD-centre project and the 
CAD technology were found to be the large-scale carpet exporters, majority of whom 
were utilizing the technology to its fullest potential. Amongst them, the top most 
exporters who were members of RCWPD and were involved with the project design were 
found to have benefited the most from the CAD technology as well as the CACD centre 
facilities.  
 
All the large-scale exporters who were fully utilizing the CAD technology for designing 
had in- house CAD designing facilities. One of the most important features of carpet 
designing is the secrecy of designs and colour schemes. As a result we found that 
delivery model for diffusion of CAD-technology for designing among exporters through 





vulnerability of carpet industry to international market fluctuations, the low invest 
capability and limited business goals of the small-scale exporters were identified as 
important factors in determining their scepticism for and low acceptance of the new 
technology.  
 
Also, in the conception of CACD-centre project, there was a presumption from the 
supply side of the technology that it is useful for all categories of exporters. However, 
difference in the business portfolios of the exporters, like, level of intervention in the 
design process was found to be another important factor that limited the scope of 
technology usage for the small-scale exporters.  
 
Unlike the claims of project designers and implementers, who identified old age and low 
level of education as to two main reasons for the lower level of acceptance of the CAD 
technology by the small-scale exporters, no direct relation was found between them. 
Factors like individual risk taking ability and nature of business emerged as more crucial 
in affecting the technology adoption process.  
 
Another major objective of the CACD- centre project was to facilitate cost reduction and 
quality improvement through technology up gradation.  However, we found out that the 
technological solution for these two provided by the software company were hardly 
popularised among the exporters majority of who regarded them as inappropriate for the 






Thus, despite the optimism of the policy makers that a public private partnership would 
improve industrial growth and equity in Rajasthan carpet industry, we found that there 
was an elite capture of the technology by large-scale exporters. The existing socio-
economic differences limited the scope and acceptance of the new technology for 
majority of the small-scale exporters. Therefore, the small exporters needed stronger state 
support to adopt the new technology and make best use of it. If the state helped the 
smaller entrepreneurs to access this technology for their benefit, this could increase 
competition for the bigger producers and increase overall productivity of the sector. 
Therefore, a state intervention in promotional policies is needed which should be directed 
at protecting the sector, providing cheap and canalised inputs, fiscal incentives, assisting 
the vulnerable entrepreneurs in credit and marketing either through co-operative 
associations or micro- credits. In the context of the state help to small scale entrepreneurs, 
India’s software parks provide a successful example where the small scale entrepreneurs 
have been greatly benefited by a strong state support (Vaidyanathan, 2008; Bajpai & 
Shastri, 98). Thus overall our study suggests that as far as exporters are concerned, the 
social context of implementation of the CAD technology was inappropriate not so much 
because of the nature of CAD technology but because the regulatory framework was 
weighed in favour of large scale exporters, and did not address equity or competition 
concerns adequately.  
 
Carpet Designers 
Despite the fact that, among the various stakeholders, the traditional carpet designer 





that they were not the primary intended beneficiaries in the developmental conceptions 
behind the CACD project. It was assumed by the project designers that as and when the 
Rajasthan carpet industry would shift to CAD based designing, the demand for CAD-
trained designers would increase. Then, based on the law of market demand and supply, 
the carpet designers will eventually be forced to learn designing using the CAD software.  
Also, it was assumed that the carpet designers, who work just as an employee or contract 
worker for the exporters, would eventually get a share in the economic benefits from the 
positive changes that the adoption of CAD would bring for the industry through a trickle-
down effect. For the skill enhancement and training of the traditional designers the centre 
included a training program in CAD software but it is a paid course of 2months.  
 
Our research findings clearly suggest that the rate of adoption of CAD technology by the 
traditional carpet designers has been very slow and manual designing still remains 
popular in the Rajasthan carpet industry. As mentioned before, out of approximately 1000 
carpet designers in Jaipur, only 150-200 are trained in CAD so far. 
 
As in the case of small exporters, we found that majority of the project designers, project 
implementer pointed to old age and lower level of education as two main reasons behind 
the lower level of the technology adoption among carpet designers. Our research 
confirmed these findings. We found that majority of the traditional carpet designers 
belong to the lower middle class and have low levels of education. The interviewed 





new technology as they considered it a tool of rich and educated. Further, due to low 
income level, they found it hard to invest time and money to learn the technology. 
 
In our research, the external motivation to learn CAD technology emerged as an 
important factor that could overcome social barriers in influencing the acceptance and 
diffusion of the CAD technology among designers. In our interviews with CAD trained 
designers who received in-house training at the employer’s export house, job assurance, 
free training in CAD and wage payment during the training period by the employer were 
found to be main motivations to learn the technology. 
 
Our findings point to some positive potentials of the CAD technology for the carpet 
designer. One important unintended benefit of introduction of CAD technology for the 
designers was the shift from contract work to salaried work. Majority of the interviewed 
CAD trained designers held a positive perception of the technology. Salaried job and skill 
enhancement through computer learning were cited as important benefits of CAD 
technology use by traditional designers using CAD. However, despite the fact that those 
designers who received computer training felt better off after the training than before, the 
rest of the designers neither had motivation nor financial resources to benefit from CAD 
training. Our study suggests that manual designers needed more support of the state to 
find time and resources to upgrade their skills. In the absence of such support, technology 
diffusion would be dependent on extent to which the bigger exporters needed computer 







The developmental conceptions behind the CACD- centre project were driven by use of 
technology at the level of exporters at the top to increase overall export revenues for the 
industry. There was a presumption that as the Rajasthan carpet industry would regain its 
competitiveness in the international market, these benefits accruing at the top would 
eventually translate into increase in employment opportunities and wages for the weavers 
at the bottom and thus help in poverty reduction. 
 
However, our fieldwork from three carpet weaving rural locations suggests no significant 
impact of the CAD technology on the socio- economic status of the carpet weavers. Since 
the carpet design process has nothing to do with the process of weaving directly, we 
found it very difficult to establish any relation between the uses of CAD for designing 
and increase in labour productivity of the weavers.  
 
One of the features of the Rajasthan carpet industry which is most detrimental to the 
interest of carpet weavers is the presence of multiple layers of intermediaries (three to 
five) between the final buyer and the weavers. We found that lack of unionization and the 
unorganised nature of the sector contributed to low bargaining power and stagnant wages 
and productivity of carpet weavers. Weavers were not part of networks that could directly 
reach out markets. Given the contract system of production process and poor bargaining 
power of weavers vis-a-vis contractors and exporters, any increase in revenues at the top 





effect. We found that there had been no significant change in the wage structure of the 
weavers in past 10 year Also, whenever there was an increase in production demand; the 
weavers got to earn more, not by the virtue of increase in wages but rather working for 
two shifts in a day.  
 
Our findings suggest that given the low wages and poor socio-economic opportunities in 
the villages, increasingly the new generation is giving up carpet weaving and shifting to 
nearby town and cities in hope of better job prospects. Overall, given the existing socio-
economic inequalities in the rural India, a top- down technological solution to the 
developmental problems of the carpet weavers was found to be inappropriate. Weavers 
needed more bargaining power for them to extract better wage from the growing carpet 
business. This is a sad tale of trade unions in India that provide bargaining power to less 
than 10% of the educated work force but are unwilling to take up the cause of rest of the 
90% of unorganised labour force, who by virtue of vulnerable socio- economic status, 
can easily be exploited. The thesis suggests that it would be imperative to organise the 
carpet weavers for extracting a higher wage in return for greater productivity for which 
state support is needed. 
 
Thus, in the case of CACD-centre project we found that the conception of development 
was technological deterministic and limited as it did not take into account the existing 
socio- economic and cultural context of the industry and its stakeholders. As a result, the 







7.2 Recommendations for future research 
Instead of a unidirectional and deterministic understanding of relationship between ICTs 
and development, our study proposes an alternate socio- technical contextualist approach 
for evaluating ICT4D projects in developing countries. We recommend to the policy 
makers and project designers of ICT4D projects to acknowledge the importance of the 
development contexts in influencing the outcomes of the project. The thesis points to an 
appropriate regulatory context of development in which technology adoption can lead to 
higher growth with equity. Further, the evaluation of the ICT4D projects in the 
developing countries could be broadened by wider conceptions of development such as 
those of Sen (2000), looking at  how freedom of choice and opportunities can be 
extended for the intended beneficiaries by the use of technology. An understanding of 
interlinkages between technology- development and greater appreciation of contextual 
variations can help in applying the experiences of different ICT initiatives around the 
world in developing new projects. 
 
The focus of this study has been restricted to ICT usage for regaining global 
competitiveness in handicrafts sector, in one of the relatively better off traditional 
industry – Rajasthan carpet industry- of India. Future research could study ICT4D 
projects in other domains of handicrafts sector and in different socio- economic settings. 
Comparative case studies of ICTD initiatives across crafts sector is another interesting 






  Table A.1: List of CACD- centre Facilities and Services 
Serial 
Number 
Facilities and Services 
a Training in Computer Aided Carpet Design 
b New design development at a rapid pace 
c Multiple graphs printouts 
d Exact calculation of wool usage 
e Creation of design library 
f A0 size scanning and printing 
g Colour Xerox machine for multiple copies 
h Testing for quality of carpets/ yarns/ wool 
i 
Test for colour and rubbing fastness, moisture content/ regain, scouring loss 
and PH value 
j 
Measurement of fineness in micron, WT/Sqm (GSM), Threads/ Inch and 
shrinkage 
k Colour recipe setting 
l Count of Yarn 
m Identification of Fibres 
n Mean Fibre Length 
o Denier by cut and weight method 
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